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ABSTRACT
Optimizing Resource Allocation in Surgery Delivery Systems
by
Maya Bam
Co-Chairs: Brian T. Denton and Mark P. Van Oyen
This thesis focuses on developing mathematical models to optimize processes related
to surgery delivery systems. Surgical services account for a large portion of hos-
pital revenue and expenses; moreover, increased demand is expected in the future
due in part to the aging population in many countries. Achieving high efficiency in
this system is challenging due to the uncertain service durations, the interaction of
different stages of the system (e.g., surgery, recovery), and competing criteria (e.g.,
patient wait time, employee satisfaction, the availability and utilization of healthcare
professionals, operating rooms (ORs), and recovery beds). Moreover, solutions must
overcome an enormous barrier of computational complexity.
Considering the complexity of the problem, and the numerous resources involved
in delivering surgical care, this thesis focuses on three aspects of surgery delivery
systems: short term scheduling (operational level decisions, e.g., daily sequencing of
surgeries), service group team design and staff allocation (strategic level team de-
sign decisions on the order of years, and tactical level shift allocation decisions, e.g.,
monthly), and OR capacity reservation (strategic level decisions, e.g., what OR ca-
xiii
pacity reservation policy to use in the following years).
To optimize scheduling policies on an operational level, we developed a 2-phase
approximation method, where the first phase determines the number of ORs to open
for the day, and assigns surgeons to ORs. The second phase performs surgical case
sequencing considering recovery resource availability. For both phases of the ap-
proximation, we provide provable worst-case performance guarantees; furthermore,
we use numerical experiments to show the methods also have excellent average case
performance. We further developed a mixed integer programming (MIP) model for
comparison to the approximation method. We evaluated the performance of the ap-
proximation compared to the MIP model in deterministic and stochastic settings,
using a discrete even simulation (DES) for the latter.
On the strategic and tactical levels, we focus on staffing decisions for surgical
nurses. These decisions present a challenge due to nurse availability, skill require-
ments, hospital regulations, and stochastic surgical demand. We present a MIP to
group services into teams, and achieve fairness in training time and overnight surgical
volume, and balance size across teams. Once teams are created, we use a MIP-based
heuristic to assign shifts to services and teams to ensure coverage of surgical demand.
We analyze the performance of the heuristic, and present results that provide insight
into optimal surgical nurse staff planning decisions. We show that the newly designed
teams are more balanced with respect to the performance metrics, and coverage of
surgical demand can be improved.
Finally, on the strategic level, we use DES to evaluate OR capacity reservation
heuristics. OR capacity reservation is a challenging problem due to uncertain demand
for surgery and surgery durations. Using our DES model, we evaluate two categories
xiv
of approximation methods to gain insights into the problem: first come, first served
based heuristics, which are used as benchmarks, and appointment slot reservation
heuristics, similar to those used in outpatient clinics. We compare the heuristics
based on the mean percent of patients that exceed a predefined surgery access target,
mean patient wait time, and mean OR utilization.
This research was conducted in collaboration with hospitals, and the problems
considered are common to many hospitals. Based on data from these hospitals, we






Hospital surgical services are sources of both great revenue and high expenses for
human and physical resources. Within hospitals, 68% of revenues are directly related
to surgery, while 20-40% of costs are associated with operating rooms (ORs) (Jackson
(2002)). Due to this large financial contribution, there is a very high cost associated
with inefficient planning and scheduling of ORs. Moreover, studies suggest that de-
mand for surgery will increase by 14—47% by 2020, where the wide range is due to
differences in specialty (Etzioni et al. (2003)). Furthermore, “aggregate surgical ex-
penditures are expected to grow from $574 billion in 2005 (4.6% of US GDP) to $912
billion (2005 dollars) in the year 2025 (7.3% of US GDP)” (Muñoz et al. (2010)). If
these predictions are correct, and surgical volume increases in the future, inefficient
use of ORs, staff overtime costs, and poor scheduling of ORs will have an increasing
financial impact on hospitals. Therefore increased efficiency will become even more
important in years to come.
The surgery delivery system is a complex system with many constraints and much
inherent uncertainty. To appreciate the complexities and nuances of this system,
we start by describing some of the general background on surgery delivery systems,
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including different types of surgeries, different types of resources, and patient flow
through the system. Next we give a chapter-by-chapter summary of the remainder of
this thesis.
1.2 Background on Surgery Delivery Systems
Hospitals generally distinguish at least two patient urgency levels: elective and
emergent. Elective patients are patients who are scheduled to have surgery weeks,
or in some cases months in advance. Since these patients are scheduled well in ad-
vance, they comprise the more reliable portion of the daily surgical schedule, which
includes the list and sequence of surgeries, and their allocation to OR on any given
day. Emergent patients, on the other hand, generally have life threatening conditions,
that require immediate surgical intervention. These types of patients arise on short
notice, and are hard to anticipate in advance. Therefore these patients cause dis-
ruptions in the surgical schedule, and can cause the rescheduling, or in some cases
the canceling of elective patients. In some cases hospitals dedicate OR capacity to
emergent cases to avoid the need for rescheduling and cancellations. Some hospitals
also consider a third urgency level, urgent patients. Similar to emergent patients,
urgent patients also arise on short notice with severe conditions, but urgent patients
are able to tolerate some wait time for surgery (usually about one or two days).
A natural question is how elective surgeries, surgeries that are arranged well in
advance are scheduled. In most hospitals, a surgeon can only schedule a surgery if
they or their service has block time allocated to them, or if there is open OR time
available. The notion of block time is associated with block scheduling, an approach
commonly used in many hospitals. The basic idea of block scheduling is that either a
surgeon or a service is guaranteed the use of a set of ORs for either the entire day or
a fraction of a day, and this reservation is known well in advance. Block scheduling
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places a limit on the number of cases a surgeon can perform and on the choices for
assigning surgeons to ORs when there are limited number of ORs available. However,
most hospitals have methods by which unused block time is released and reallocated
as the start of the surgical day approaches, typically a few days before the day of
surgery. Thus, the actual day-of scheduling may break the constraints of the block
schedule.
There are many resources in the surgery delivery system that support surgery be-
fore, on, and after the day of surgery. Elective patients are usually first seen by their
surgeon during the surgeon’s clinic hours. During this appointment, if the surgeon
and patient agree that surgery is the best course of action, the surgery gets added
to a surgical listing for a future date on which block time is available. This clinic
appointment often creates a patient-surgeon assignment, i.e., the patient agreed with
that specific surgeon that they will perform their surgery, and this agreement has
to be respected. The patient might immediately receive a surgery date and time;
however, many services prefer to inform patients of surgery arrival time closer to the
date, when more information is available about the surgery schedule for that day.
On the day of surgery, patients who are coming from home go through a check-
in process that includes administrative paperwork in preparation for surgery, after
which they are taken to the pre-operative unit (“preop” for short). Patients already
in the hospital are taken directly to preop. Patients are seen by multiple members
of the surgical team in preop: surgical nurse(s), anesthesiologist(s), surgeon(s). Once
all confirm the procedure, the surgical team is ready for the surgery, and the OR
is ready, the patient is taken to the OR, where the surgical procedure is performed.
After the procedure, most patients are transfered to the post-anesthesia care unit
(PACU), where patients recover from the effects of anesthesia and are monitored to
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ensure they are stable. Recovery in the PACU usually takes a few hours, after which
patients are transfered to an inpatient hospital bed that corresponds to their surgical
service (e.g., orthopedic bed, general bed). More severe patients can be transfered to
the intensive care unit (ICU) after the procedure, where they can remain for days,
until their condition improves.
Following the procedure, patients stay at the hospital until it is safe for them to
return home. For some elective cases patients return home on the same day. In the
weeks and months after the surgery, patients have follow-up appointments with their
surgeons, and possibly other healthcare providers, to ensure that the procedure was
successful, and their recovery proceeds as expected.
In this complex system surrounding surgery there are many opportunities for im-
provements. This thesis focuses on developing mathematical models to improve three
aspects of this system: surgery sequencing (operational level decisions), team design
and staff shift allocation (strategic and tactical level decisions), and OR capacity
reservation (strategic level decisions). The goal of each project is to develop and test
fast approximation methods that provide good solutions to the problems considered,
provide insight into the problem, and aid implementation. All of the methods we
propose are evaluated using test cases developed using real data from hospitals, to
demonstrate the potential for impact. In the next sections we summarize each of the
remaining chapters.
1.3 Chapter II: Surgery Scheduling with Recovery Resources
In Chapter II we address the operational level decisions associated with sequenc-
ing of elective surgery patients on the day of surgery, considering not only resources
that are directly related to surgery (e.g., surgeon, OR), but also resources indirectly
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related to surgery (e.g., PACU). These are decisions that hospitals face daily, and of-
ten have to be made close to the day of surgery, and sometimes on the day of surgery
if rescheduling of cases is necessary. Sequencing decisions are usually made based
on OR and surgeon availability, without the consideration of supporting resources,
such as the PACU. As we will show, consideration of this additional resource in the
decision making process greatly increases the complexity of the problem.
Despite the challenges presented by considering the PACU, it is an important
resource to consider, as its resource shortages can cause wasting of OR time. To
illustrate this point, consider the following example. Suppose that a patient’s surgery
is finished in the OR, and the patient is ready to move to the PACU, but there are
no PACU beds available for the patient. Then the patient has to start the recovery
process in the OR. This phenomenon is called OR boarding. It is a disadvantage for
the hospital, as the OR, which is an extremely expensive resource in the system, is
not being used for its designed purpose, and thus OR time is wasted. Moreover, OR
boarding can cause delays for subsequent patients. Therefore it is important for both
the hospital and patients to strive to avoid OR boarding.
We designed our methods with the goal in mind to improve resource utilization
of surgeons and ORs, with an emphasis on avoiding OR boarding. We developed a
new deterministic mixed integer program (MIP) formulation for the elective surgery
scheduling problem, that considers surgeons, ORs, and the PACU, which allowed us
to analyze how shortages of one resource can affect the others. The objective of this
model is to minimize the weighted sum of the fixed cost of opening ORs, the vari-
able cost of OR overtime, and the variable cost of surgeon elapsed time, which is
taken from the time when a surgeon starts their first surgery until the completion of
their last surgery (thus including both working and idle time). Constraints include
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ensuring there is no OR boarding, respecting patient-surgeon assignments, and en-
suring that each surgeon performs all their surgeries consecutively to mimic a block
schedule. The optimization model considers deterministic surgeon and case specific
surgery and recovery durations. These deterministic durations are carefully chosen
from the duration distributions as a percentile to mitigate the effect of uncertainty
on the surgery schedule, and increase its reliability.
Due to the complexity of the system, realistic problem instances are challenging
to solve with the optimization model. To overcome this challenge, we developed a
fast 2-phase heuristic that separates the problem into 2 phases. First, the number of
ORs to open is determined, and surgeons are assigned to the opened ORs without
considering PACU resources. The objective of this phase is to minimize the fixed cost
of opening the ORs, and the variable cost of OR overtime. Once this surgeon-to-OR
assignment is set, now considering the PACU, patients assigned to the same surgeon
are sequenced, and surgeons assigned to the same OR are sequenced, creating a com-
plete surgery schedule. The objective of the second phase is to minimize surgeon
elapsed time. Similar to the optimization model, this is also a deterministic model.
We provide tight worst-case performance guarantees for both phases, and show that
the heuristics perform extremely well in the deterministic setting.
We compare the 2-phase heuristic to a decomposed version of the MIP formu-
lation, where the first stage corresponds to decisions made in the first phase of the
heuristic, and the second stage corresponds to decisions made in the second phase
of the heuristic. Schedules obtained from this decomposition heuristic are used as a
benchmark against the 2-phase heuristic schedules.
To understand how the created schedules perform in the presence of uncertainty in
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surgery and recovery durations, we also developed a discrete event simulation model
that is used to evaluate both the schedules generated by the 2-phase heuristic and
the decomposition heuristic. We show that the 2-phase heuristic performs extremely
well in the stochastic setting, when compared to optimization based surgery sched-
ules, and we also provide evidence that hospital performance can be improved using
our methodology, through a case study that compares hospital schedules to 2-phase
heuristic schedules.
1.4 Chapter III: Planning Models for Skills-sensitive Surgi-
cal Nurse Staffing
In this chapter we expand the time horizon considered in Chapter II, and look
at the problem of surgical nurse staffing. As opposed to the approach of Chapter
II, where methods were developed to make operational level short term decisions, we
look at this problem on the strategic and tactical levels to design service group teams
that remain unchanged for years, and nurse shift staffing schedules that are usually
updated monthly.
Surgical nurses are essential parts of the surgery delivery system. Nurses see pa-
tients on the day of surgery to confirm their procedure, and they also play an essential
part during the surgical procedure itself. Hospitals generally distinguish between two
surgical nurses: surgical technicians, who work within the sterile field, and are respon-
sible for handing instruments to surgeons; and circulator nurses, who work outside
of the sterile field, and are responsible for getting the OR ready for surgery, charting
during surgery, and obtaining additional instruments, if necessary.
Surgical nurses are a highly specialized part of the workforce. It requires months
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of training for a surgical nurse to be able to assist in surgeries without supervision.
Due to the large number and complexity of surgical services, nurses specialize in a
subset of those services to ensure they can maintain high skill levels in their chosen
services. To aid the specialization of surgical nurses, hospitals often divide their sur-
gical services into disjoint teams, where nurses would train in a single team, i.e., all
services in their team, and would be assigned to work in that team upon finishing
their training.
The focus of Chapter III is twofold. First, we present a model to design service
group teams of surgical services in a way that balances factors that contribute to fair-
ness to surgical nurses. The first such factor is training time. As mentioned, surgical
nurses are trained over an extended period, and each team has the same number of
months available for training. But the time needed to adequately learn the necessary
skills can significantly differ across current teams. Thus, to be fair to nurses across
teams, part of the objective is to balance the training time across teams. The second
factor our model balances is overnight surgical volume, to avoid having a single team
fulfilling most of the overnight surgical demand, but instead ensure that this task is
shared across teams. Finally, we also consider team size, as team size directly relates
to the ability to take advantage of skill flexibility within teams. In larger teams, if
surgical demand is below the expected level for one service, but above the expected
level for another service within the same team, nurses assigned to the first service
can be reassigned to the second service for the day, to ensure a sufficient number of
nurses per OR for all services. However, to take advantage of such flexibility, teams
need to have a sufficient number of services assigned to them (e.g., a team with one
service has no opportunity for such flexibility). Through a case study we compare
our optimized teams to current teams at our partner hospital, and show the potential
for improvement in terms of the three factors above.
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The second focus of Chapter III is to design shifts that correspond to the teams.
Once a team structure is set, whether that be the current hospital teams or optimized
teams, shifts need to be designed and allocated to services and teams to ensure that
there is a sufficient number of nurses available for the surgeries that need to be per-
formed on any given day. Nurses can be assigned to a service, in which case we call
that nurse a fixed nurse, and this nurse will mostly work in their assigned service,
unless they are reassigned to another service for a short period when surgical demand
deviates from expected values. Nurses can also be assigned to a team, in which case
we call that nurse a float nurse. Float nurses spend their time floating across services
within their team, i.e., within their team they can be assigned to a different service
every day.
To address the problem of shift design and allocation of surgical nurses, we formu-
lated a MIP with decision variables for which shifts to staff from the allowable shifts
used at the hospital, and the number of shifts needed to ensure sufficient number of
nurses are available to assist with surgeries. The chosen shifts correspond to a weekly
schedule (we assume shift schedules remain constant across many weeks unless signif-
icant fluctuations warrant the resolving of the model). The objective of the model is
to balance the number of nurses per number of ORs across teams, and minimize the
number of undesirable shifts. Nurse managers, the nurses responsible for assigning
specific nurses to shifts, define undesirable shift characteristics in terms of duration,
e.g., 12-hour shifts, or in terms of shift start or end time, e.g., shifts that end at 5 PM.
As in the surgery scheduling work of Chapter II, nurse shift design and allocation
is also a computationally challenging problem to solve. For this reason we designed
a decomposition heuristic, where each surgical service is considered separately, and
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fixed nurses are assigned to each service. Once all services are assigned a sufficient
number of fixed nurses, based on their expected demand, the remaining nurses are
distributed across teams as float nurses. We show through a numerical study, that
the decomposition heuristic performs sufficiently well compared to the optimal solu-
tion, and we also show that staffing schedules obtained through the decomposition
heuristic outperform hospital staffing schedules. Furthermore, we demonstrate the
large-scale problems, such as those encountered in practice, can be solved with rea-
sonable computation times.
1.5 Chapter IV: Capacity Reservation Heuristics to Manage
Access Delay in Operating Rooms
In the final technical chapter of this thesis, Chapter IV, we address strategic level
decisions faced by hospitals: how they should allocate their OR capacity to meet
uncertain demand for surgery and ensure high resource utilization, but also ensure
patients are seen in a reasonable time. In Section 1.2, we described the block schedul-
ing scheme that hospitals use, where a certain proportion of OR capacity is reserved
for specific services and surgeons to schedule their surgeries in, and only the surgeons
that have these reservations can schedule their surgeries in their block time. How-
ever, within the block time, there are often no guidelines on how patients should be
assigned. For example, if a surgeon has block time on Monday and Tuesday, many
hospitals do not prescribe which day an elective patient should be assigned to. With-
out clear guidelines, patient assignment to days is highly dependent on surgeon and
patient preference. A natural intuition is to assign the patient in the example to the
first available day, Monday. However, this intuition does not take into account other
factors that affect surgery schedules. For example, the current utilization of the two
days, and the expected number of urgent and emergent patients that can arise on
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that day.
To create guidelines that would define what days to assign patients within the
block time of surgeons, we turn to an idea sometimes used in outpatient clinic set-
tings: surgery appointment slot reservations. We propose a heuristic in this vein,
where a certain number of surgery slots (“slots” for short), are reserved for patients
according to their attributes, and for the most part, patients are only able to use slots
that correspond to their attributes. Patient attributes include surgical service (e.g.,
orthopedic, general), surgery type (e.g., short, long), and urgency level (e.g., emer-
gent, urgent, elective). Moreover, each urgency level is assumed to have a surgery
access target that defines maximum allowable waiting time for that level. The collec-
tion of the number of slots assigned to each service, type, and urgency level make up
a template for a specific instance of the surgery slot reservation heuristic.
Consider an example of an orthopedic service with short surgery types, to see what
this means in practice. In this setting a template could consist of 10 slots reserved for
elective patients, 3 for urgent patients, and 3 for emergent patients, for example. This
would mean that a total of 16 patients can be assigned to the orthopedic service with
short surgery type on this specific day. However, this strict reservation policy might
result in wasted capacity of ORs if demand for surgery is lower than anticipated. To
avoid this, we also allow the releasing of unallocated elective reservations to urgent
and emergent patients within their service, but across types.
We consider three heuristics that are based on the first come, first served (FCFS)
principle. These heuristics serve as benchmarks that are in line with how some hos-
pitals schedule surgeries in practice. The first such heuristic is the classical FCFS
heuristic, where patients are assigned to the first day with sufficient capacity. The
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second heuristic is a priority based FCFS heuristic, where a proportion of the block
time is carved out, or reserved, for urgent and emergent patients, i.e., urgent and
emergent patients are guaranteed that proportion of the block time to ensure short
access to surgery. The third and final benchmark heuristic is a utilization based
extension of the previous heuristic, where elective patients are assigned to days con-
sidering the current utilization of the day, i.e., how much of the available capacity
has been allocated to patients.
Using a discrete event simulation model, we conducted two studies to compare
the surgery slot reservation heuristic to the FCFS heuristics based on the following
performance metrics: mean OR overtime and undertime, proportion of patients that
exceeded their surgery access target, and mean patient wait time. In the first study,
we created a stylized system with two identical services, while the second case study
is based on hospital data. We show that there are template choices that result in
good performance in both cases, and the surgery slot reservation heuristic tends
to outperform the benchmarks when the system is highly utilized. The surgery slot
reservation heuristic also has the additional benefit of knowing in advance the number
and types of patients to expect, which helps hospitals in planning for supporting
resources for surgery.
1.6 Chapter V: Conclusions and Future Research
The work presented in Chapters II-IV makes contributions to three important
areas of surgery scheduling and planning that affect the following operational, tactical,
and strategic decisions: surgery sequencing, service group team design and surgical
nurse staffing, and OR capacity reservation. In Chapter V, we summarize some of
our most important contributions. We also highlight areas of future research that
could expand on this work.
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CHAPTER II
Surgery Scheduling with Recovery Resources
2.1 Introduction
Achieving efficiency in surgery delivery systems is vital due to the fact that they
greatly contribute to hospital costs and revenues. One of the challenges to achieving
greater efficiency in elective surgery scheduling is that surgical cases that complete
in an OR must quickly move to the recovery stage (i.e., the post-anesthesia care unit
or PACU). Without effective planning and scheduling, the coupling of these stages
can cause delays in the surgical schedule, overtime, and employee dissatisfaction.
Inherent randomness in surgery and recovery durations makes scheduling challeng-
ing. Randomness in surgery durations occurs due to natural variation and unforeseen
complications that can arise. Similarly, recovery duration is random, as patients can
vary in their physiological response to the surgical procedure and anesthetic agents
received. This chapter develops deterministic models; however, we discuss methods
for making judicious choices of input parameters that can mitigate the impact of un-
certainty, leading to an approach that we show is both tractable and effective in the
stochastic setting.
There are several resource assignment challenges as well. In most cases, patient-
surgeon assignments have to be respected and surgeons should perform all their surg-
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eries consecutively to avoid large gaps in their schedule. Physical resources, such as
PACU beds and ORs, can only be used by one patient at a time. Because the PACU
is less expensive to operate, we focus on the key drivers of performance for the ORs,
including minimizing overtime and surgeon elapsed time (the time between when the
surgeon starts their first case and finishes their last case), which is equivalent to min-
imizing surgeon idle time.
This chapter emphasizes deterministic models; however, we discuss methods for
making judicious choices of input parameters that can mitigate the impact of uncer-
tainty, leading to an approach that we show is both tractable and effective in the
stochastic setting. We propose fast heuristics that we show have attractive worst-
case performance guarantees and average case performance. Moreover, we test the
methods we propose using a discrete event simulation model based on data from a
partner hospital.
2.2 Background and Literature Review
The scope of this chapter includes the main ORs of a hospital, and methods to
generate elective surgery schedules for a single day. Once a patient and surgeon agree
that surgery is necessary, the office of the surgeon typically calls a scheduling office
to check for OR availability. Our partner hospital uses block scheduling, i.e., surgical
services and surgeons have OR capacity reserved for them, and only they are allowed
to schedule surgeries in their reserved time. In the problem we solve, these block
scheduling rules are assumed to be in place and have already informed the list of
surgeries to be performed by each surgeon. It is fairly common practice in hospitals
to have ORs dedicated to emergent surgeries, and this is also the case at our partner
hospital, therefore we only consider elective surgeries in this chapter.
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Figure 2.1 shows the stages of the surgery delivery system at our partner hospital,
and this system is common to many hospitals. First, on the day of surgery, if the
patient has already been admitted to the hospital, they are transferred to the preoper-
ative unit. If the patient is just arriving to the hospital, they have to go to a check-in
area before they can go to the preoperative unit. In the preoperative unit they are
seen by a nurse, an anesthesiologist, and their surgeon, each of whom confirms the
procedure with the patient to avoid errors. When the patient, the surgical team,
and the OR are all available and ready for surgery, the procedure can start. After
surgery, most patients are transferred to the PACU to start recovery, if there is a bed
available for them, and a nurse to monitor the recovery. Otherwise, the patient will
start the recovery process in the OR causing delays in the consecutive cases scheduled
in that OR, and potentially compromising patient safety. This phenomenon is called
OR boarding. As this scenario is disadvantageous to all, the hospital tries very hard
to avoid it, if possible. After recovery the patient can go to their desired ward, an













Figure 2.1: Stages of the surgery delivery system for elective surgeries with n
preoperative bays, n ORs, and n PACU beds.
There is a substantial literature on surgery planning and scheduling. In our re-
view, we focus on the most relevant literature that considers the PACU in addition to
the ORs. For more general and comprehensive recent literature reviews see Erdogan
and Denton (2010), Guerriero and Guido (2011), or Cardoen et al. (2010). Unlike the
approach of this chapter, an alternate approach is to generate schedules considering
the ORs only, and then study the effect of the schedule on the interaction between
the ORs and the PACU. In this vein, Marcon and Dexter (2006) considered seven
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sequencing rules and found the one that reduces the peak in the number of patients
in the PACU. Using discrete event simulation they found that using simple sequenc-
ing rules hospitals can achieve significant reduction in the percentage of days with
at least one PACU delay. Saadouli et al. (2015) used mathematical programming to
decide which cases to perform, and in which ORs to perform the cases, but without
accounting for PACU resources. They also used a discrete event simulation model to
measure the impact of uncertainty on PACU resources.
Like this chapter, some authors have considered the PACU in the schedule gen-
erating phase. Gul et al. (2011) used a discrete event simulation for an outpatient
procedure center to evaluate sequencing rules and methods to mitigate the effect of
uncertainty with respect to the competing criteria of expected patient wait time and
expected OR overtime, where they account for intake, preoperative care (or “preop”
for short), surgery and recovery. Then they used a genetic algorithm to improve on
the heuristic solutions. They assumed that a single surgeon has an OR for the entire
day, an assumption that we relax to better model the behavior of many hospitals.
We also allow for multiple surgeons in an OR with the constraint that each surgeon
performs all their cases consecutively.
Jebali et al. (2006) proposed a two step method for daily OR scheduling. In step 1
they selected cases to perform from a wait list, and assigned them to ORs considering
intensive care unit (ICU) bed availability and special OR equipment constraints, while
minimizing the cost of keeping patients in the hospital waiting for surgery, the cost of
OR overtime and OR undertime. In step 2 they sequenced the cases assigned to each
OR with the possibility of reconsidering patient-OR assignments and also considering
recovery constraints, while minimizing OR overtime. In this step they allowed for
OR boarding. They considered surgeon availability, but consecutive surgeries for sur-
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geons are not guaranteed, while our approach ensures consecutive surgeries for each
surgeon. They used two disjoint mixed integer programs (MIPs) in the two steps,
and assumed that all durations are deterministic. They found that their models work
well on small examples with three ORs, four surgeons, four PACU beds, and 11-15
surgeries, however, unlike our chapter, they did not demonstrate their approach could
scale to problems encountered by larger hospitals.
Fei et al. (2010) developed a two-stage heuristic approach, where in the first phase
they assigned dates to surgeries using a column generation based heuristic to solve
their set-partitioning IP model. They modeled the second phase as a flexible flow shop
problem, where they assigned surgeries to ORs and sequenced them using a hybrid
genetic algorithm. Their models respect patient-surgeon assignments, but unlike our
chapter, a surgeon might not perform all their cases consecutively. They accounted
for recovery time and allowed for OR boarding assuming deterministic surgery and
recovery durations. Our approach yields an intuitive and computationally lightweight
method.
Wang et al. (2014) considered a particle swarm optimization algorithm for the
surgery scheduling problem with post-anesthesia resources. They formulated the
problem as a deterministic MIP, and proposed a discrete particle swarm optimization
algorithm combined with heuristic rules, where they found the number of ORs to open
and the number of PACU beds needed. They found that their method performs well
when compared to optimal solutions. However, they do not consider surgeon blocks
or uncertainty. Cardoen et al. (2009a) used 6 objectives, including minimizing PACU
overtime and the peak number of PACU beds used, to optimize case sequencing in
an outpatient procedure center, but also considering factors like patient travel time
to the procedure center and infection occurrence. They showed that the surgical case
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sequencing optimization problem is NP-hard and developed optimization based exact
and heuristic solution approaches for their formulated MIP. Cardoen et al. (2009b)
elaborated on this approach by proposing an exact branch-and-price approach.
Augusto et al. (2010) investigated the logistical benefit of OR boarding when
PACU workload is greater than OR workload. They considered surgery scheduling
as a four stage deterministic flexible flow shop machine scheduling problem with the
following stages: transfer from ward to OR, surgery and recovery, OR turnover, and
finally transfer from OR to ward. They used a Lagrangian relaxation-based method
to solve their deterministic mathematical program with the objective of minimizing
the sum of a function of the surgery completion times. They showed that allowing
recovery in the ORs can improve efficiency, which is intuitive. Their tested instances
had 10-30 surgeries, 2-6 ORs, 1-4 PACU beds, and 1-2 transporter teams. Depending
on the algorithm they used to build a feasible schedule, their worst-case duality gap
in computational experiments was 16.5% or 31.25%. Our chapter indicates that even
when PACU workload is lower on average than surgical workload in total for the day,
poor sequencing can cause instances where the PACU is full and causes OR boarding.
Our approach also provides insight into the problem, which we can claim due to the
accuracy of our heuristic. Moreover, our experience in practice is that recovery in
the OR as opposed to the PACU is strongly discouraged, and our approach seeks to
avoid it.
2.2.1 Our Contributions to the Literature
This chapter makes new contributions to surgery scheduling arising from our col-
laboration with a mid-sized hospital. Despite a substantial literature, a number of
open questions exist. Most of the existing literature relies on the use of complex mod-
els and methods (e.g., optimization, genetic algorithms, particle swarm algorithms,
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and Lagrangian based methods) which are not accessible to most healthcare profes-
sionals at hospitals. The complexities of this problem also make it computationally
infeasible to obtain optimal solutions for the large problem instances that are relevant
to hospitals. As seen in the literature review, state-of-the-art approaches grapple with
the size and complexity of the models. Our goal is to generate new models, algorithms,
and insights for the purpose of improving surgery scheduling in hospitals. The ap-
proaches we propose are both intuitive and computationally tractable, and yield good
performance when compared to optimization based solutions for small test instances,
and when compared to current practice. This strongly suggests that the insights con-
tributed in the reasoning behind the heuristic are sound and offer good intuition. We
comprehensively address the relatively complex problem of scheduling surgeries for
a single day under limited availability of ORs and PACU beds with a fast, easy to
understand, and easy to implement 2-phase heuristic, supported by a combination of
theoretical analysis of worst-case performance and computational analysis of average
case performance.
2.2.2 Chapter Organization
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. To capture how shortages
of one resource can affect the others, Section 2.3 presents a new MIP formulation for
creating elective surgery schedules that consider resources directly supporting surgery
(e.g., surgeon, OR), and also the limited availability of the PACU. This model uses
deterministic surgery times and recovery times (both durations are surgeon and case
specific) that are carefully selected as percentiles from the duration distributions to
mitigate the impact of uncertainty in surgery and recovery durations to increase the
reliability of the schedule. These durations, which we refer to as hedged durations, are
determined through numerical experiments using a discrete event simulation detailed
in Section 2.7.2. In our deterministic optimization, we ensure that there is no OR
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boarding, and patient-surgeon assignments are respected. The objective is to mini-
mize the fixed cost of opening the ORs, the variable cost of OR overtime, and the
variable cost of surgeon elapsed time. In Section 2.4 we propose a fast 2-phase heuris-
tic that exploits the problem structure, where the first phase finds the number of ORs
to open and assigns surgeons to ORs, and the second phase sequences cases for each
surgeon while considering the PACU. The heuristic is intuitive for healthcare profes-
sionals, and is easy to implement. Also in Section 2.4, we propose a decomposition
heuristic for the MIP to be used as a benchmark for the 2-phase heuristic, since the
overall problem is too computationally challenging to solve to optimality. In Section
2.5 we describe a discrete event simulation model that is used to evaluate the gener-
ated schedules under uncertainty. In Section 2.6 we provide worst-case performance
guarantees for each of the phases of the 2-phase heuristic, and show that on average
the heuristic solutions are very close to the optimal solutions. Section 2.7 presents
case studies based on data from our partner hospital that use the simulation as a
realistic model that incorporates stochasticity. We evaluate the heuristic schedules
and the optimization based heuristic benchmark, and compare their cost to measure
performance of the 2-phase heuristic in this more realistic setting.
2.3 Problem Formulation
A common approach for OR scheduling in the presence of uncertain surgery dura-
tions is to formulate the problem as a stochastic program (see, for example, Denton
et al. (2010)). However, due to the addition of the PACU, which results in a large
number of decision variables and multiple stages of decision making, this approach
would not lead to a model that is solvable in a reasonable time. Indeed, as we show,
even the deterministic problem is extremely difficult to solve for typical problem in-
stances. Instead, we begin by formulating a deterministic MIP and then use a discrete
event simulation model to evaluate schedules under uncertainty. Moreover, we com-
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bine these models to investigate the ideal choice of model parameters in the MIP to
mitigate the impact of uncertainty.
Our cost model is designed to match the reality of most ORs in hospitals in the
United States and Canada. We assume the objective is to minimize the fixed cost
of opening an OR for the day, the variable cost per unit time of OR overtime and
the variable cost per unit time of surgeon elapsed time, while accounting for limited
availability of ORs, surgeons, and PACU beds. At the surgical stage, we account for
OR availability, and require that patient-surgeon assignments be respected, and that
each surgeon performs all their cases consecutively. We also include constraints that
ensure there is no OR boarding, i.e., recovery in the PACU starts right after surgery.
At the recovery stage we assume limited PACU bed availability. Our focus is on the
PACU, as opposed to the ICU, for example, because the vast majority of patients
have to go to the PACU after surgery, and we are focusing on this majority of services;
only a few surgery types require the patient to go to the ICU (e.g., cardiothoracic
surgery), and bed availability is carefully managed to make certain a bed is available.
Moreover, similar to surgery duration, recovery time in the PACU is on the order
of hours, while length of stay in the ICU is on the order of days. Once a schedule
is created, we use a discrete event simulation model to evaluate the schedule under
uncertainty according to the same criteria as established for the MIP, where surgery
durations and recovery durations are randomly generated according to probability
distributions based on historical data.
Some hospitals, like our partner hospital, strategically invest in standardized,
flexible OR suites to promote operational efficiency. In our MIP model we consider
multiple services that do not have special equipment needs, and thus we assume that
ORs are interchangeable and can be used by any service; however, the inclusion of
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additional constraints for equipment or other requirements is straightforward. We
also assume that the surgery duration includes turnover time, as this is the current
practice at our partner hospital, where turnover time represents the time after each
surgery that is needed to clean the OR, and potentially set up for the next surgery.
Moreover, we assume that cancellations are not allowed, since cancellations the day
before surgery are rare.
We begin by introducing a MIP model formulation for OR scheduling, which lays
the foundations for incorporating PACU constraints into the model. Our formulation
approach is to break up time into discrete time slots to easily track the whereabouts
of patients and surgeons at any given slot. Thus, every time parameter is given in
terms of numbers of time slots, with the horizon including the planned length of
the day plus overtime for the day, if applicable. The smaller the length of the time
slot, the more accurate the schedule is; however, small length also makes the model
more computationally challenging. Therefore the length of a time slot is chosen to be
large enough for computational tractability, but small enough to be consistent with
hospital needs. In our case studies we used a time slot length of 15 minutes. Decision
variables include the number of ORs to be opened, and assignment of surgeries to
ORs and time slots to minimize total cost. The model also respects patient-surgeon
assignments and makes sure that each surgeon performs all their surgeries one after
the other to reflect block scheduling. Our notation is the following.
Indices:
i index for surgeries (and thus for patients), i = 1, . . . , P , with P being the
number of patients to schedule.
j index for ORs, j = 1, . . . , R, with R being the number of ORs available.
k index for surgeons, k = 1, . . . , K, with K being the number of surgeons to
operate.
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t index for time slots, t = 1, . . . , T , with T being the end of the time horizon.
Model parameters:
di duration for surgery i, including turnover time.
sik binary parameter representing if patient i is assigned to surgeon k.
Sj planned session length of OR j.
n number of time slots needed for turnover.
cf fixed cost of opening an OR for a day.
cv variable cost per time slot to keep OR j open past time Sj, (i.e., overtime).
cs variable cost per time slot of surgeon elapsed time.
Decision variables:
xj binary decision variable indicating whether OR j is opened (xj = 1), or not
(xj = 0).
αijt binary decision variable indicating whether surgery i is allocated to OR j and
starts in time slot t (αijt = 1), or not (αijt = 0).
qijt binary decision variable indicating whether patient i is in OR j in time slot
t (qijt = 1), or not (qijt = 0).
uikt binary decision variable indicating if surgeon k operates on patient i in time
slot t (uikt = 1), or not (uikt = 0).
oj decision variable representing overtime for OR j.
∆k decision variable representing the last time slot surgeon k is operating.
δk decision variable used to calculate the first time slot surgeon k is operating
with T − δk being the first time slot when surgeon k operates.





























αijt = 1 ∀i (2.4)
P∑
i=1
qijt ≤ 1 ∀j, t (2.5)
qijt ≥ αijt ∀i, j, t (2.6)
t+di−1∑
t′=t





qijt = di ∀i (2.8)
tqijt ≤ Sj + oj ∀i, j, t (2.9)
P∑
i=1
uikt ≤ 1 ∀k, t (2.10)
T∑
t=1






uikt ∀i, t (2.12)
P∑
i=1
(T − t)uikt ≤ δk ∀k, t (2.13)
P∑
i=1
tuikt ≤ ∆k ∀k, t (2.14)
xj, αijt, qijt, uikt ∈ {0, 1}; oj, δk,∆k ≥ 0 ∀i, j, k, t. (2.15)
The objective function (2.1) minimizes the fixed cost of opening the ORs, the
variable cost per time slot of overtime of all ORs and the variable cost per time slot
of surgeon elapsed time (including operating time and idle time, but not including
the turnover time after the surgeon’s last patient). Constraints (2.2) make sure that
ORs are opened if they have patients assigned to them. Constraints (2.3) make sure
that at any point in time the number of patients that are being operated on does not
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exceed the number of ORs opened. Constraints (2.4) make sure that every patient
starts surgery, thus no cancellations are allowed. Constraints (2.5) make sure that at
most one patient can occupy an OR in any given time slot. Constraints (2.6) make
sure that if a patient starts surgery in a time slot in an OR, the patient occupies
that OR in that time slot. Constraints (2.7) make sure that the number of time slots
allocated to each patient in the OR after they start surgery is at least the patient’s
surgery duration. Constraints (2.8) make sure that the number of time slots allocated
to each patient in the OR equals the patient’s surgery duration. Constraints (2.9)
make sure that if a patient is in the OR after the planned session length of the OR,
then overtime is used. Constraints (2.10) make sure that each surgeon can operate on
at most one patient at any given time. Constraints (2.11) make sure that if a patient
is assigned to a surgeon, then that surgeon operates on that patient for the required
time, and if the patient is not assigned to that surgeon, then the surgeon does not
operate on that patient. Constraints (2.12) make sure that a surgeon operates on the
patient when the patient is in the OR. Constraints (2.13)-(2.14) are used to calculate
the first and last time slots a surgeon is busy.
To speed up computational time, we can add the following inequalities to fix αijt
variables based on the fact that surgery has to start in time to finish the procedure





αijt = 0 ∀i. (2.16)
We also add additional constraints to eliminate symmetry in the problem, e.g., to
make sure ORs are opened in order (Denton et al. (2010)).
Next we build on the above model to develop our comprehensive deterministic
model, which we call MIP[OR,PACU], to solve the problem of allocating surgeries
to ORs, given limited PACU capacity. This formulation augments formulation (2.1)-
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(2.15) with additional decision variables and constraints, that ensure that a surgery is
only started if there will be a PACU bed available for the patient. Note, that unlike at
the OR stage, where patients are assigned to specific ORs, in the PACU they are not
assigned to specific beds, as is typically the case in practice. MIP[OR,PACU] focuses
on the OR costs, and the prevention of OR boarding, because they outweigh the costs
of the PACU. The following is a list of new parameters and decision variables.
Parameters:
ri recovery time of patient i.
B number of available beds in the PACU.
Decision variables:
βit binary decision variable representing whether patient i starts recovery in time
slot t (βit = 1), or not (βit = 0).
zit binary decision variable representing whether patient i is in the PACU in time
slot t (zit = 1), or not (zit = 0).
















αijt ∀i, t = 1, . . . , T − di (2.18)
T∑
t=1
βit = 1 ∀i (2.19)
zit ≥ βit ∀i, t (2.20)
t+ri−1∑
t′=t





zit = ri ∀i (2.22)
P∑
i=1
zit ≤ B ∀t (2.23)
xj, αijt, qijt, uikt, βit, zit ∈ {0, 1}; oj, δk,∆k ≥ 0 ∀i, j, k, t. (2.24)
The objective function, equation (2.17), includes as before, the fixed cost of open-
ing the ORs, the variable cost per time slot of OR overtime and the variable cost per
time slot of surgeon elapsed time. Constraints (2.18) make sure that recovery can
only start in the time slot immediately following surgery. Note that turnover has to
be subtracted from surgery duration, since by definition it includes turnover time.
Constraints (2.19) make sure that recovery starts exactly once. Constraints (2.20)
make sure that if the patient starts recovery in a time slot, then the patient is in
the PACU. Constraints (2.21) make sure that the number of time slots allocated to
each patient in the PACU after they start recovery is at least the patient’s recovery
duration. Constraints (2.22) make sure that the number of time slots allocated to
each patient in the PACU equals the patient’s recovery duration. Constraints (2.23)
make sure that the number of patients in the PACU in any given time slot does not
exceed the number of beds available.
Note that the objective function and the constraints in this model strive to achieve
high utilization; therefore overtime and OR boarding are not counted. To accomplish
this, the model picks the number of ORs to open, sets surgeon-to-OR assignments,
and sequences patients to avoid OR boarding while minimizing OR idling.
As before, we can add additional constraints to fix αijt variables, since surgery
has to start in time to finish both surgery and recovery before the end of the time
horizon. Note that recovery starts parallel to the turnover of the OR, so ri + di−n is
the total time that each patient needs to finish both surgery and recovery. Moreover,
we can also add constraints to fix βit variables, since we know that recovery cannot
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start at the beginning of the time horizon, when surgery could not have finished yet,
i.e., the earliest recovery can start is in time slot di − n+ 1.
2.4 Solution Methods
In this section we focus on solution methods for MIP[OR,PACU]. Due to the com-
putationally challenging nature of the problem, we develop a very fast and intuitive
2-phase heuristic, that exploits the problem structure. In the first phase we find the
surgeon-to-OR assignments. Note that this also means finding the number of ORs to
open. Considering these decisions fixed, sequencing decisions are made in the second
phase. Since we cannot compute the optimal solutions to realistic problems due to
the computational challenges, we evaluate the performance of the 2-phase heuristic
as follows. We propose a decomposition heuristic in Section 2.4.2 that, similar to
the 2-phase heuristic, separates the decisions about the number of ORs to open and
surgeon-to-OR assignments in a preprocessing step and fixes them before the over-
all problem with sequencing decisions is solved in the second step. Although this
decomposition heuristic does not guarantee optimal solutions, we show that it pro-
vides good error bounds; thus, it serves as a benchmark for measuring performance
of the 2-phase heuristic. In Section 2.7 we compare the approaches on the basis of
computational time and solution quality.
2.4.1 Fast 2-Phase Heuristic
First, we introduce the very intuitive and easy-to-implement 2-phase heuristic for
the surgery scheduling problem. We explain each of the two phases of the heuristic
in this section.
2.4.1.1 Phase 1: Surgeon-to-OR Assignment Heuristic
In this phase, we first fix the number of ORs, and assign surgeons to ORs using
the longest processing time first (LPT) algorithm, then using this method, we find
the ideal number of ORs to open through exhaustive search. Some have considered
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this problem in the on-line setting, where decisions are made without knowing the
durations distributions, for example Berg and Denton (2017); however, we consider
a different context in which the surgeries to be scheduled are known, and duration
distribution information can be used in the scheduling process. To our knowledge, we
are the first to prove the result we present for the LPT algorithm, which is an exten-
sion to the results of Dell’Olmo et al. (1998) where they do not distinguish between
cost of regular time and overtime.
Consider each surgeon’s block (i.e., all their surgeries they perform for the day)
and order the blocks in decreasing order according to their total surgical time dura-
tion (including turnover). Given a fixed number of ORs, we take the ordered list of
surgery blocks and then perform the assignment of surgeons to ORs by always select-
ing next the OR with the most available time, breaking ties arbitrarily. When the
planned session length is the same for all ORs, this is equivalent to choosing the least
utilized OR. (Note that this does not consider the PACU at all; rather, that will be
considered in the second phase.) This problem is exactly the extensible bin packing
problem, where ORs are the bins, surgeon blocks are the items, and OR overtime
means extending the bins. The version of the problem, where surgeon blocks of size
no greater than S/3 can be preempted is called the semi-preemptive version. Let CH
be the cost of the heuristic solution to the surgeon-to-OR assignment problem, and
C∗ be the cost of the optimal semi-preemptive solution for the same instance. By
extending the results of Dell’Olmo et al. (1998) we prove that LPT has the following
worst-case performance bound when the number of ORs is fixed.








where an instance is defined by the list of surgeon blocks and the number of ORs
available. Moreover, there exist instances for which this bound is tight.
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The proofs and definitions, which are presented in Appendix 2.9.1, closely parallel
the proofs in Dell’Olmo et al. (1998) and extend them to the case of arbitrary costs
cf and cv, and planned session length S.
To complete phase 1, we employ exhaustive search in R, i.e., we perform the
heuristic with varying the number of ORs available, to easily find the solution with
minimal cost, which will also possess the above shown worst-case performance guar-
antee. Note, that Theorem 2.1 is valid under the assumption that the planned session
length of each OR is S, but the approach can be applied to the more general case
where the planned session length differs by OR.
Observe, that based on the block scheduling rules in place, the list of surgeries
to be performed that feeds into our algorithm is already consistent with the block
schedule. We do allow two surgeons from different services to use the same room on
the same day. If this is not acceptable in certain hospital contexts, one can restrict
attention to each service to enforce the constraint.
2.4.1.2 Phase 2: Sequencing Heuristic
LPT assigns surgeon blocks to ORs, which only requires the total duration of a
surgeon block (i.e., the sum of the durations of all surgeries of a surgeon) while re-
covery information is disregarded. The LPT heuristic is insensitive to the sequence of
surgeries within a surgeon’s block; any sequence of surgeries will give the same block
duration when recovery is ignored. However, the question of sequencing surgeries
within a block given limited PACU capacity still remains. This problem is similar to
the scheduling problem F2|block |Cmax, which is a two machine flow shop problem with
blocking (i.e., if there is OR boarding, the patient’s surgery will be delayed until such
time that a PACU bed is available at the end of surgery), where the objective is to
minimize overall makespan. However, in our setting the goal is to minimize makespan
with respect to the first stage, the ORs (which also minimizes OR overtime). This
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goal is justified by the much lower cost of operating the PACU and the objectives of
a typical hospital practice. Moreover, if OR boarding occurs (which we allow in the
simulation model which has random durations), that means that a job spends some
of its machine 2 processing time on machine 1 (i.e., recovering in the OR), and will
have a correspondingly smaller processing time on machine 2 as a result. Thus this
problem is different from the machine scheduling context. We propose a heuristic for
sequencing patients within a single surgeon’s block. OR overtime is a non-decreasing
function of surgeon elapsed time, thus through minimizing surgeon elapsed time we
also minimize OR overtime. Moreover, surgeons also like to avoid the potential idle
time induced by patient recovery in the OR. Therefore the objective of the heuristic
is to minimize surgeon elapsed time. The heuristic tries to match recovery time of
the patient currently in the OR, to the next patient’s surgery time to avoid OR idling
due to a PACU bed being unavailable and thus minimize surgeon elapsed time and
OR overtime.
Let W be a P × P matrix, with Wij = ri − dj for i 6= j, and Wii = ∞. Let
W j = miniWij ∀j, and let p∗ = argmaxjW j be the first patient in the sequence.
Then the heuristic follows.
for (a = 1, . . . , P − 2) do











The basic idea of the heuristic is to pick the first patient to be the patient that
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has the most potential to cause idling if they were to follow another patient. Then
always pick the next patient to be a patient whose surgery duration is closest to the
current patient’s recovery duration. Once the sequence is set, we assign start times to
patients, inserting idle time into the OR schedule to avoid OR boarding. Note that
as before, recovery and turnover are parallel events. We refer to this as the difference
heuristic (DH).
We have the following performance bound for the difference heuristic.
Theorem 2.2. In the difference heuristic setting, where Wij = ri − dj for i 6= j and
Wii =∞, let
W i = max
j:j 6=i
(Wij)
+; W̄ i = min
i
W i; wi = min
j:j 6=i
(Wij)
+; w̄i = max
i
wi ∀i,
W j = max
i:i 6=j
(Wij)
+; W̄ j = min
j
W j; wj = min
i:i 6=j
(Wij)
+; w̄j = max
j
wj ∀j.
Then for any instance we have




















where CDH is the cost of the schedule given by the difference heuristic, and C∗1 is the
cost of the optimal solution. Moreover, there exist instances for which this bound is
tight.
It can also be shown that the difference heuristic is optimal in the following case
that often happens in practice with long procedures.
Theorem 2.3. For any instance with a single surgeon, the difference heuristic results
in an optimal sequence if the number of cases assigned to the surgeon is two.
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For proofs of these theorems, please refer to Appendix 2.9.2. Note that the idea
behind Theorem 2.3 also applies for sequencing two surgeons in the same OR. To see
this, considering allowing for each surgeon to have an arbitrary number of patients,
and fix the surgery sequence of each surgeon. By associating each surgeon with the
surgery duration of their first patient and the recovery duration of their last pa-
tient, the argument proving Theorem 2.3 also applies to this problem: the difference
heuristic will find the optimal sequence of the two surgeons. From this we can further
observe that if two surgeons share an OR with one associated PACU bed, each has at
most two surgeries, and if one surgeon follows the other, then the difference heuristic
will find an optimal sequence for each surgeon and also an optimal ordering of the
surgeons, conditional on the sequence of surgeries for the two surgeons being fixed
first.
In some hospitals multiple surgeons may use an OR on a given day. In such cases,
once the sequence within each surgeon’s block is decided, if for each surgeon block we
consider the first patient’s surgery duration and the last patient’s recovery duration,
we can again use the difference heuristic to sequence surgeons that are assigned to the
same OR. In the sequel, when referring to the difference heuristic, we mean sequencing
patients within each surgeon’s block, and then sequencing surgeons that are assigned
to the same OR.
2.4.2 MIP Decomposition Heuristic
To evaluate the performance of the 2-phase heuristic, we propose the following
decomposition heuristic as a benchmark, which also has two parts, which we will call
steps to avoid confusion with the phases defined in Section 2.4.1. In step 1 we use a
MIP to assign surgeons to ORs in the absence of PACU constraints, then in step 2
we fix the surgeon-to-OR assignments in the MIP[OR, PACU] and sequence surgeries
using the restricted instance of MIP[OR, PACU].
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We presented a formulation for the OR scheduling problem that assigns surgeons
to ORs in Section 2.3. To lay the foundation for incorporating PACU constraints into
the model, that formulation was more complex due to accounting for discrete time
slots. However, the OR scheduling problem, which is the same as the extensible bin
packing problem, can be formulated in a simpler way that we present now. We refer
to the following model as MIP[OR] for short. Let θjk = 1 if surgeon k is assigned to



















≤ Sjxj + oj ∀j (2.26)
R∑
j=1
θjk = 1 ∀k (2.27)
θjk, xj ∈ {0, 1}; oj ≥ 0 ∀j, k. (2.28)
The objective function (2.25) minimizes the fixed cost of opening the ORs and
the variable cost of OR overtime. Constraints (2.26) make sure that if a surgeon is
assigned to an OR it will be open and that overtime is used if necessary. Constraints
(2.27) make sure that each surgeon is assigned to exactly one OR. Moreover, symme-
try eliminating constraints can be added as before.
Solving MIP[OR] in the first step of the decomposition heuristic generates the
surgeon-to-OR assignments. To enforce these surgeon-to-OR assignments in the com-
plete model, we add the following constraint to MIP[OR,PACU]:
T∑
t=1
qijt ≥ sikθjk ∀i, j, k. (2.29)
Since surgeons are preassigned to ORs, only one patient is allowed to be in an OR
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at any given time, and surgeon elapsed time is minimized, there is no need for the
variables uikt, and we can replace constraints (2.10)-(2.14) in MIP[OR,PACU] by the
following constraints to reduce the number of decision variables:
P∑
i=1
tqijtsik ≤ ∆k ∀j, k, t (2.30)
P∑
i=1
(T − t)qijtsik ≤ δk ∀j, k, t. (2.31)
This decomposition is not guaranteed to find the overall optimal solution to the













where x∗j and o
∗
j is the optimal solution to MIP[OR] for all j. Thus the first two terms
represent the fixed cost of opening the ORs and the variable cost of OR overtime when
the PACU is ignored. The last term is a lower bound on surgeon elapsed time, and can
be calculated from the data. This is a lower bound, since the MIP[OR] is a relaxation
of the overall problem with the assumption that the PACU has infinite capacity. We
provide some insight into the performance of the decomposition heuristic in Section
2.7.3.
2.5 Simulation Model
Since the previous models assume deterministic surgery and recovery durations,
the question arises how the resulting schedules would perform under uncertainty. To
account for the stochastic nature of surgery and recovery durations, we have developed
a discrete event simulation model to evaluate the daily schedules generated by the
decomposition heuristic and the 2-phase heuristic. Figure 2.2 shows the steps of gen-
erating and evaluating a schedule. To generate a schedule using the 2-phase heuristic,
first we use LPT to get surgeon-to-OR assignments, second the difference heuristic to
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sequence patients within a surgeon’s block and surgeons that are assigned to the same
OR. In the decomposition heuristic setting we first use the MIP[OR] from Section
2.4.2 to get surgeon-to-OR assignments, then use the restricted MIP[OR,PACU] from
Section 2.3 to sequence surgeries. Once a schedule is generated, we evaluate it with

















Figure 2.2: The process of schedule generation and evaluation using two two-stage
heuristics: the 2-phase heuristic and the decomposition heuristic.
Inputs to the discrete event simulation model include the number of ORs avail-
able, the number of PACU beds available, patient-surgeon assignments, surgery start
times, surgery and recovery duration distributions, turnover duration, the fixed cost
of opening an OR, the variable cost of OR overtime, and the variable cost of surgeon
elapsed time. The planned session length of each OR is 8 hours, which is consistent
in both heuristics. For both surgery and recovery durations, we assumed lognor-
mal distributions (May et al. (2000); Zhou and Dexter (1998)). If enough data was
available, we considered surgeon and case specific surgery and recovery durations.
However, some surgeries are performed often by a surgeon, while others are not. Due
to this, not all surgeon-case pairs have enough data points to obtain a distribution
to find percentiles. To overcome this challenge, for each surgeon-case pair that did
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not have at least 10 samples we used the overall mean and variance for all surgeon
samples for the case type.
Patients move to the OR after their surgery start time as soon as their surgeon
and an OR is available. A random surgery duration for the patient is generated from
the surgery duration distribution based on historical data. Once the surgery is over,
the patient moves to the PACU if there is a bed available. Otherwise the patient
boards in the OR until a bed becomes available, or their recovery duration is up,
which is generated from the recovery duration distribution, based on historical data.
As soon as the patient leaves the OR, a 30 minute turnover time starts, after which
the OR is ready for the next patient.
Simulation evaluation criteria included cost as defined before: cost of opening the
ORs, OR overtime, and surgeon elapsed time. Moreover, in the deterministic setting
we make sure that OR boarding does not occur. In the simulation, however, OR
boarding can happen if recovery takes longer than expected and there are no beds
available in the PACU. This is an additional performance metric measured in the
simulation model.
2.6 Numerical Results
The worst-case performance of each phase of the 2-phase heuristic provides an
upper bound on the error across all possible model instances; however, the average
performance is also a critical metric, because it more closely reflects what can be ex-
pected in practice. We demonstrate the performance of the combined phases through
a case study in the next section. In this section, for a set of random test cases we
compare the numerical performance of the phases of the 2-phase heuristic: LPT and
the difference heuristic.
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2.6.1 Surgeon-to-OR Assignment: LPT Heuristic
In order to estimate the average performance of phase 1 of the 2-phase heuristic,
we tested LPT on 270 randomly generated instances where surgeon block durations
were independent and identically distributed uniform random variables between 0 and
1, and an OR day is one unit (S = 1). Instances were defined in terms of the number
of surgeon blocks and the variable cost of OR overtime, cv; the fixed cost of opening
an OR, cf , was 1 for all cases, without loss of generality. Each instance was tested
on 30 replications. The number of surgeon blocks considered was 10, 15 and 20 and
the values considered for cv were 2, 4, and 8. The choice of cv/cf = 4 is intended to
be representative of a hospital setting with the additional values of 2 and 8 selected.




where C∗N is the optimal solution of the non-preemptive problem.
Overall, the average gap was 0.42%, the worst-case gap was 6.99%, and the optimal
solution was found 77.41% of the time. The heuristic is most prone to error when the
mean surgeon block duration is around half of the OR day. This is intuitive, since
as surgeon block durations tend to zero or to the OR day duration, the heuristic
is expected to have zero error (e.g. durations close to zero approach a continuous
relaxation, while surgeon block durations close to the OR day duration means there
are no alternative arrangements of surgeon blocks within ORs). Moreover, the largest
error is associated with the largest ratio of variable cost of OR overtime to fixed cost
of opening an OR, which is also intuitive, as there is a high penalty for errors in such
cases. Our conclusions hold across the different numbers of surgeon blocks considered.
2.6.2 Surgery Sequencing: Difference Heuristic
In order to estimate the average performance of phase 2 of the 2-phase heuristic,
we conducted a numerical analysis for the general, orthopedic and urology surgery
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services, that are common to most hospitals. To generate test instances, we randomly
sampled days from our data set when surgeries in these specialties were performed.
To match the heuristic’s setup, days were only considered if each surgeon performed
all their cases in the same OR. On the days selected, each OR was considered sep-
arately. Each day we took all surgeons and surgeries performed in the same OR
and sequenced them using the difference heuristic (sequenced surgeries within each
surgeon’s block and then sequenced surgeons in the OR) with one PACU bed avail-
able. We considered 270 single OR, single PACU bed instances. Then we used the
MIP to obtain the optimal solution, and compared the two schedules based on sur-
geon elapsed time, since in these environments minimizing surgeon elapsed time also





Overall, the average gap was 0.70%, the worst-case gap was 30.30%, and the
optimal solution was found 95.19% of the time. The heuristic tends to perform
poorly when the mean recovery duration exceeds mean surgery duration. This is
intuitive, since recovery duration tends to have less effect on sequencing decisions
when surgeries are long and recovery durations are short.
2.7 Case Study
In this section we present a case study to demonstrate how our algorithms can be
used to generate schedules that work well under uncertainty.
2.7.1 Case Study Description
The data we used was provided by our partner hospital, a medium sized teaching
hospital. The extensive data set includes information over a span of 14 months about
arrival and departure times in the ORs and the PACU, and procedure and surgeon
information.
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To test our proposed heuristics, we selected three services (orthopedic, general,
and urology), that are common to most hospitals. This provided large enough in-
stances for our results to be relevant, and small enough instances to be able to get
solutions using the decomposition heuristic. We randomly sampled the data set to
capture days that had orthopedic, general, and urology surgeries and there were be-
tween 15 to 20 patients of these types of surgeries. On each day there were up to 15
ORs available to open. We compared the two heuristics (2-phase and decomposition)
for each instance using the mean cost given by the simulation, which includes the
fixed cost of opening the ORs, the variable cost of OR overtime, and the variable cost
of surgeon elapsed time.
Based on the assessment of the importance of criteria for the hospital, the following
parameters were used. We set cf = 20 and cv = 4, so that about 1.5 hours of overtime
would be equivalent to opening a new OR. Moreover, cs = 1 to ensure surgeon waiting
is minimized and that each surgeon performs all their cases consecutively. Our time
slot length was 15 minutes and OR turnover time was set to 30 minutes. The former
was chosen because it provides suitably detailed resolution of surgery schedules and
the latter was based on expert opinion at our partner hospital.
2.7.2 Surgery and Recovery Duration Hedging
It is well known in OR scheduling practice that using the mean surgical durations
leads to increasing delays as the day progresses. In the authors’ experience, hospitals
sometimes use the mean or median durations, but often try to hedge against un-
certainty by using percentiles from the duration distribution that range between the
60th and 80th percentiles. Planning for cases to take longer than the median helps
create more reliable schedules.
Our models require deterministic data input, however, surgery and recovery du-
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rations are stochastic. Therefore we need a way to estimate these durations that
will result in highly reliable schedules. To achieve this, we performed experiments
in which schedules based on various percentile combinations were evaluated with the
simulation model. From this we selected a percentile from the surgery and recovery
duration distributions to be used as deterministic data inputs. As before, surgery and
recovery distributions were surgeon and case specific, if enough data was available,
and we assumed a lognormal distribution to find the desired percentile (May et al.
(2000), Zhou and Dexter (1998)).
To determine the best percentile given our system parameters, our approach was
to randomly sample days for the practices considered (general, orthopedic and urol-
ogy) to create a set of test instances. Due to the long tail on surgery and recovery
durations, duration mean tends to be significantly higher than the median (typically
the mean is closer to the 60th percentile than to the 50th). Durations below the mean
are not expected to have good performance because of the very high probability of
delays. Therefore we evaluated the 60th, 70th, and 80th percentiles for surgery and
recovery durations. For each test instance we used the decomposition heuristic to ob-
tain a schedule using all 9 combinations of percentiles and evaluated the schedule with
the simulation model. The large number of runs for each instance and computational
challenges limited the size of the test suite. Figure 2.3 shows the cost for 12 instances
considered with 18 patients and 8 surgeons on average, as determined by the simula-
tion. Mean simulation costs were calculated with a 95% confidence interval, and the
half width of the confidence intervals was less then 0.2% in all instances, indicating
high precision. The variation between percentiles for each instance was not large,
indicating relative insensitivity due to the fact that the schedules were optimized. In
our notation (60,80) means that surgery was considered at the 60th percentile and
recovery was considered at the 80th percentile, for example. We calculated how many
times each percentile combination achieved the minimum considering all instances.
The pairs (60,70) and (60,80) each achieved the minimum in 4 instances, and the
average total cost of (60,70) was also less than that of (60,80), so we used (60,70) in
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Figure 2.3: Hedging analysis of randomly sampled days with surgeon and case
specific surgery and recovery durations under the decomposition heuristic. Nine
pairs of surgery and recovery percentiles are compared for each test instance.
We show that modeling the PACU can reduce overtime costs significantly in the
following analysis. As the benchmark for schedules that do not attempt to optimize
sequencing, we used phase 1 of the 2-phase heuristic, i.e., LPT, to assign surgeons to
ORs in a near-optimal manner, and then used a random sequence of surgeon blocks
in ORs and a random sequence of surgeries within each surgeon’s block. Random
sequences were used as the benchmark since there were no discernible patterns based
on historical data, and this way the comparison is based on the importance of se-
quencing, as opposed to surgeon-to-OR assignments. We compared overtime for the
optimized and randomized schedules, which are affected by every aspect of the prob-
lem (number of ORs opened, case sequencing, surgeon sequencing and OR idling to
avoid OR boarding). When we use the (60,70) combination for decomposition, we see
that the mean overtime cost for the 12 instances was 88.6 with a standard deviation
of 59.8. Using LPT and random sequence with the (60,60) combination, which again
was picked by calculating how many times each percentile combination achieved the
minimum cost considering all instances, the mean overtime cost was 100.6, with a
standard deviation of 55.5. Although the standard deviation was similar, there was
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a 12% reduction in mean overtime cost, so we observe that considerable improve-
ments are possible when the limited availability of the PACU is considered through
sequencing.
2.7.3 2-Phase Heuristic Performance Case Study Results
We considered 43 randomly sampled days. Statistical information about the data
considered and computation times are given in Table 2.1. Observe the dramatic
reduction in processing time for the 2-phase heuristic. On average, the decomposition
heuristic took 3 · 106 times as much CPU time.
Minimum Average Maximum
Surgery duration (min) 60 166 375
Recovery duration (min) 75 133 210
Number of ORs used 4 6 7
Number of patients 15 18 20
Number of surgeons 6 8 11
2-phase Heuristic CPU time (seconds) 0.000 0.005 0.016
Decomposition Heuristic CPU time (seconds) 149 14954 123520
Table 2.1: Statistics about the hospital data and computational time for the 43 days
considered for the case study.
Figure 2.4 shows the mean simulation costs associated with the schedules gener-
ated for the 43 instances. As before, schedule cost is the sum of the fixed cost of
opening the ORs, the variable cost of OR overtime, and the variable cost of surgeon
elapsed time. The figure shows the mean cost obtained from the simulation associ-
ated with schedules generated with the 2-phase heuristic and with the decomposition
heuristic. Mean simulation costs were calculated with a 95% confidence interval, and
the half width of the confidence intervals was less than 1.2% in all instances, indicat-
ing high precision. We can see from the figure that the 2-phase heuristic performed
well when compared to the decomposition heuristic, sometimes even beating the de-
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Figure 2.4: Simulation cost comparison between the decomposition and the 2-
phase heuristic. The results are equally good when the cost of OR boarding is
considered at the same rate as OR overtime cost.
Our computational experiments indicated that MIP[OR,PACU] cannot be solved
for all instances in a reasonable time. Therefore in the deterministic setting we com-
pared solutions to the lower bound derived from the decomposition heuristic in Section
2.4.2 to evaluate how often the heuristics found the optimal solution to the overall
problem. The 2-phase heuristic found a solution with an objective function value of
the lower bound in 26% of the instances, and on average the solutions were 6% away
from the lower bound with a maximum of 27%. The decomposition heuristic found
a solution with the objective function value equal to the lower bound in 37 out of
the 43 cases (86% of the time), and on average the solutions were 0.7% away from
the lower bound with a maximum deviation of 9%. These results indicate that the
2-phase heuristic is likely to be very good, thus the additional advantage of using the
computationally challenging optimization models is limited.
Overall, solutions generated by the 2-phase heuristic were within 10% of the de-
composition heuristic solutions in 93% of the instances considered, and within 5% in
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74% of the instances considered, when evaluated using the simulation model. The
average difference between the cost achieved by the 2-phase heuristic relative to the
decomposition heuristic was 2.38% with a standard deviation of 4.6.
In addition to minimizing cost, our goal is to generate schedules with minimal OR
boarding. In the schedules obtained through the 2-phase heuristic, the simulation
showed that the average percent of OR time used for boarding was 0.05% with a
maximum of 0.34%. For the decomposition heuristic, the average percent of OR time
used for boarding was 0.27% with a maximum of 3.16%. Moreover, in 33 our of the
43 cases (77% of the instances) the 2-phase heuristic achieved less boarding than the
decomposition heuristic. This is likely due to the stochastic performance analysis.
2.7.4 Hospital Case Study Results
We conducted another case study to compare the partner hospital’s performance
to the 2-phase heuristic performance. In this case study we considered four cases: the
three previously studied services individually (general, orthopedic, and urology ser-
vices), and case 4 combines the three services together, allowing for multiple services
to share an OR. In each case we randomly sampled 25 days from the data set and
compared schedules generated with respect to average OR overtime and average sur-
geon elapsed time across the 25 instances. Note that the 25 instances that combined
the services (case 4) were independently sampled.
Our data set included planned surgery start times (i.e., start times estimated be-
fore the day of surgery), and realized surgery start times, planned and realized surgery
durations, and realized recovery durations. We divided up the data set into two parts.
The first part was used to establish surgery and recovery duration distributions. The
second part was used to sample test instances for numerical analysis. In the planned
schedules of the hospital, planned surgery start time and planned surgery duration
were used from the data set, and in the realized schedules of the hospital, realized
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surgery start time and realized surgery duration were used. In the planned heuristic
schedules we used the 2-phase heuristic with the (60,70) percentile combination from
the duration distributions to create the schedule. For realized heuristic schedules we
used the realized surgery and recovery durations from the data set and the start times
from planned heuristic schedules. If surgery was delayed due to overutilization, the
surgery started as soon as the OR and the surgeon were available. We also allowed
surgery to start 15 minutes before the scheduled start time if all resources were avail-
able to make the comparison fair, as this is common practice at our partner hospital.
To give insight, we report overtime (OT) and surgeon elapsed time (SET) separately.
First we compared the averages of the realized values minus the planned values
in the heuristic schedules and in the schedules of the hospital in terms of our perfor-
mance metrics, OR overtime and surgeon elapsed time. This is shown in columns A
and B in Table 2.2. The results show that both the 2-phase heuristic and the hospital
tend to underestimate OR overtime in all cases, and surgeon elapsed time in case 2
and 3. However, both the heuristic and the hospital overestimate surgeon elapsed
time in case 1 and 4. Overall, the heuristic is better.
Second, we looked at the performance metrics in terms of what the hospital
planned for minus what the heuristic planned for, shown in column C. The results
show that the hospital plans for more overtime in all cases except case 3, and that the
hospital plans for more surgeon elapsed time in case 1 and 4. Third, shown in column
D, we analyzed the performance metric in terms of what was realized at the hospital
minus what would have been realized had the heuristic schedules been used. We find
that, similar to the planned schedule comparison, the hospital had more overtime and
more surgeon elapsed time in all cases, except case 3. The numbers suggest significant
benefit from using the heuristic.
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OT SET OT SET OT SET OT SET
1 General 18 -8 4 -55 270 115 256 71 3 7 5
2 Orthopedic 22 21 37 46 127 -9 142 14 3 7 4
3 Urology 39 9 25 21 -38 -101 -53 -87 1 6 2
4 Integrated Model 11 -18 1 -46 159 129 149 103 4 7 5
Table 2.2: Comparison of 2-phase heuristic schedules to actual hospital schedules
with respect to average OR overtime (OT) and surgeon elapsed time (SET) in
minutes.
2.8 Conclusions
This chapter focused on the problem of creating single day elective surgery sched-
ules while considering resources directly supporting surgery (i.e., ORs, surgeons) and
resources indirectly supporting surgery (i.e., PACU). We proposed a fast 2-phase
heuristic to solve this problem: in the first phase, LPT decides on the number of ORs
to open and assigns surgeons to ORs, and in the second phase the difference heuris-
tic sequences cases within each surgeon’s block, and also sequences surgeon blocks
in ORs. We found that our 2-phase heuristic, which is deterministic in nature, still
performed well under uncertainty when evaluated with a discrete event simulation
model, achieved high resource utilization and improved schedule predictability when
compared to a much more computationally intensive heuristic that achieves near op-
timal solutions to MIP[OR,PACU]. It also performed well when compared to hospital
schedules. Moreover, the 2-phase heuristic is not only fast and performs well, it is
also very intuitive and provides researchers with sound insights. Also, it can be easily
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implemented and used by healthcare professionals with a simple computational aid
such as Excel, and without any difficult computational implementation or the use of
a MIP solver. This is extremely important to hospitals, as most do not wish or have
the opportunity to invest in and use complex and high-maintenance systems.
In addition to the practical advantages of the 2-phase heuristic, we also proved
theoretical worst-case performance guarantees for both phases and showed that the
bounds are tight.
In this chapter we focused on using the 2-phase heuristic to create the initial
surgery schedule, but it can also be used for rescheduling surgical cases if changes
need to be made on the day of surgery. One of the advantages of the 2-phase heuristic
is that decisions that cannot be changed for a specific day can easily be fixed within
the heuristic. This further aids the implementation of the methodology in settings
with limited flexibility in decision making.
2.9 Appendix
2.9.1 Worst-Case Performance Guarantee of the LPT Heuristic
Dell’Olmo et al. (1998) proved that the longest processing time first (LPT) heuris-
tic is a 13/12 approximation algorithm for a special case of the extensible bin packing
problem, where the number of bins to be used is fixed. In this algorithm the items are
ordered in decreasing length, and they are assigned in this order to the bin with the
most available capacity, breaking ties arbitrarily. By a reduction from 3-PARTITION,
it can be shown that this problem is strongly NP-hard (Garey and Johnson (1979)).
Therefore a heuristic with a good worst-case performance ratio is highly desirable
for the ability to tackle large instances of this problem. We extended the result of
Dell’Olmo et al. (1998) to the extensible bin packing problem where there is a differ-
ent cost associated with using a bin and extending the bin. We present our results in
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the surgery scheduling framework, where bins are analogous to ORs, items are analo-
gous to surgeon blocks, and extending a bin is equivalent to OR overtime. Note that
this problem is the same as the MIP[OR] we formulated in 2.4.2, with the additional
assumption that the planned session length of each OR is the same, S.
We use the notation of Dell’Olmo et al. (1998) described in a manner appropri-
ate to our application. Let A be a set of surgeon blocks of duration pk, where the
number of surgeon blocks is n, and they are ordered in decreasing duration, i.e.,
p1 ≥ p2 ≥ · · · ≥ pn. The main characteristic of a surgeon block is its duration, thus
surgeon block k will be associated with its duration, pk. In addition, a set of m ORs
is given, R1, . . . , Rm, and each OR will be identified with the set of surgeon blocks it
contains. An instance, I = (A,m) is formed by the set of ORs and A. For A ⊂ A,
`(A) is called the length, and it is the sum of all surgeon blocks in A. Furthermore,
`(Rj) denotes the load of OR Rj, which is defined as the length of the surgeon blocks
in Rj. Finally, w(Rj) is the size of OR Rj, and it is defined to be max{`(Rj), S}.
Consider a solution given by LPT to MIP[OR]. It is possible that in this solution
some of the ORs have overtime, while others do not. If OR Rj has a load that is
less than S, we say that Rj is uncovered. Otherwise, we say that Rj is covered. If
Rj is uncovered, the difference between S and the load of Rj is called the idle space.
If OR Rj was uncovered before surgeon block pk was assigned to it by LPT, and Rj
is covered after pk is assigned to it, then pk covers Rj. Moreover, we call surgeon
blocks that are not bigger than S/3 small surgeon blocks, and we call surgeon blocks
that are bigger than S/3 big surgeon blocks. In addition, big surgeon blocks with size
greater than 2S/3 are called very big, and big surgeon blocks between S/3 and 2S/3
are called medium. This naming scheme is used to be consistent with the naming
scheme of Dell’Olmo et al. (1998).
Now we define the cost of a solution. Consider a relaxation F of MIP[OR], where
we can preempt each small surgeon block, i.e., small surgeon blocks can be broken
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up into pieces and the pieces can be assigned to different ORs. The optimal solution
of F is called the optimum semi-preemptive solution, OPTS. Let CH(I) be the total
cost of the solution given by LPT and let C∗(I) be the total cost of the optimal
semi-preemptive solution associated with instance I (when obvious from the context,
we omit the reference to the instance when talking about costs). In this section we




We develop a worst-case performance guarantee for the LPT heuristic for MIP[OR].
The proofs given are extensions of, and closely parallel the proofs in Dell’Olmo et al.
(1998). As a first step, we introduce a modified definition of a minimal counterexam-
ple.
Definition 2.1. An instance I = (A,m) of surgeon blocks and m ORs is said to be
a counterexample, if CH(I)/C∗(I) > 1 + Sc
v
12cf
. Moreover, a minimal counterexample
also satisfies the following:
(i) there does not exists a counterexample that has a smaller number of ORs, and
(ii) there does not exist a counterexample that has a smaller number of big surgeon
blocks.
If there exists a counterexample, it follows, that there exists a minimal counterex-
ample. To further explore properties of minimal counterexamples we reintroduce a
definition from Dell’Olmo et al. (1998).
Definition 2.2. We say that OR R∗j of OPTS dominates OR Ri = {χ1, . . . , χr} of
the LPT solution, if there is a partition P ∗1 , . . . , P
∗
r of the big surgeon blocks of R
∗
j
such that `(P ∗t ) ≥ χt for t = 1, . . . , r, where {χ1, . . . , χr} represents the set of surgeon
blocks when there are r blocks assigned to OR Ri.
Lemma 2.3. Let Bi be an OR that is covered in the LPT solution to MIP[OR] in




Proof. This proof is by contradiction. Let us suppose that there exists an OR B∗j
that dominates Bi. Now consider a new instance, call it I ′, that we get if we
delete OR Bi and every surgeon block in it. The LPT assignment of I and I ′ is
exactly the same, the only difference is that we do not have OR Bi in I ′. Therefore,
CH(I ′) = CH(I)− cf − (w(Bi)− S)cv.
Next, from OPTS let us create a new assignment for I ′. From the OPTS solution
delete surgeon blocks χt (t = 1, . . . , r) that were in Bi, and replace them with the
elements that correspond to them in P ∗t , the partition set. Then assign the rest of
the surgeon blocks of B∗j (i.e., the small surgeon blocks) randomly to the other ORs,
and delete B∗j . We know that l(P
∗
t )−χt ≥ 0 for t = 1, . . . , r, and that `(Bi) = w(Bi),
since Bi is a covered OR. Therefore
C∗(I ′) ≤ C∗(I)− (w(B∗j )− S)cv − cf + (w(B∗j )− `(Bi))cv
= C∗(I)− w(B∗j )cv + Scv − cf + w(B∗j )cv − `(Bi)cv
= C∗(I)− cf − w(Bi)cv + Scv,
where the inequality holds, because C∗(I ′) can only be better than taking the optimal
solution for instance I, and replacing the surgeon blocks of Ri by their corresponding
element from the partition set, and randomly distributing the small surgeon blocks.
But




















C∗(I ′) + Sc
v
12cf
(cf + (w(Bi)− S)cv),
since Bi is a covered OR, w(Bi) ≥ 0, and cv(w(Bi) − 1) ≥ 0. This contradicts the
fact that I is a minimal counterexample.
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Lemma 2.4. In a minimal counterexample there is no OR in the LPT solution
which contains surgeon blocks a, b (a ≥ b) such that a+ b > S and a < 2S/3.
Proof. Let us number the ORs so that surgeon block pk is assigned to OR Bk (k =
1, . . . ,m) by LPT. By the setup of the algorithm, surgeon block pm+k is assigned to
the OR with smallest load, beginning with the assignment of surgeon block pm+1 to
OR Bm. Let OR Bj be the “first” OR, i.e., the OR with the smallest index, such
that Bj = {a, b} with a + b > S and a < 2S/3. Naturally, a = pj. From a < 2S/3
and b > S/3 we can also conclude that b = p2m−j+1.
If in OPTS at most two surgeon blocks of T1 := {p1, . . . , p2m−j+1} are contained
in any OR, then there exists an OR containing two surgeon blocks of T1 where one
of these two surgeon blocks is at least as large as a. If in OPTS there is an OR with
three surgeon blocks x, y, z of T1, then x + y > a and z ≥ b since a < 2S/3 and b
is the smallest element of T1. In either case, we found an OR which dominates the
covered OR, Bj, which is a contradiction to Lemma 2.3.
Lemma 2.5. Let k1 be the number of big covering surgeon blocks in an LPT so-
lution, also called critical surgeon blocks. The critical surgeon blocks in a minimal
counterexample have the following properties:
(a) The critical surgeon blocks are exactly the k1 smallest among the big surgeon
blocks, and all critical surgeon blocks are medium surgeon blocks.
(b) There is an optimal semi-preemptive solution in which all the critical surgeon
blocks are assigned to covered ORs which contain either a very big surgeon block
and a medium surgeon block, or three medium surgeon blocks.
Proof. If k1 = 0, the result is trivial. Therefore, we assume that k1 > 0. There are no
more than m very big surgeon blocks. Otherwise, a contradiction to Lemma 2.3 can
be found, similar to the argument in the proof of Lemma 2.4. Let r be the number
of very big surgeon blocks. Observe the assignments just prior to the time the first
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critical surgeon block is assigned by LPT. By Lemma 2.4 there are r ORs with a
single very big surgeon block, and m − r ORs with two medium surgeon blocks. At
that time the load of each OR is greater than 2S/3 but smaller than S. Therefore
each of the following medium surgeon blocks will become covering surgeon blocks.
Claim (a) follows.
If we exchange a very big surgeon block with a medium surgeon block, we can
guarantee that there is no OR in OPTS with two very big surgeon blocks, because the
total size will not be increased. Let r1 be the number of ORs in OPTS that contain
a very big surgeon block and a medium surgeon block. Then there are r − r1 ORs
with very big surgeon blocks but no other big surgeon blocks. There remain m − r
ORs with exactly 2(m− r) + k1− r1 medium surgeon blocks, where the total number
of medium surgeon blocks is 2(m− r) + k1. At least k1 − r1 of them have 3 medium
surgeon blocks. Altogether, at least k1 ORs exist with total length of the big surgeon
blocks greater than S. Therefore, we found an optimal semi-preemptive solution with
a set of K1 of at least k1 covered ORs that have only big surgeon blocks assigned to
them, with a minimum of one medium surgeon block per OR. If we exchange any
critical surgeon block not assigned to an element of K1 with a medium surgeon block
of an OR Bj in K1, the load of OR Bj is sill greater than S. Claim (a) ensures that
the total size will not increase. Therefore, claim (b) follows.
Lemma 2.6. In a minimal counterexample critical surgeon blocks cannot exist.
Proof. Assume k1 > 0 and let the total length of critical surgeon blocks be δ+k1S/3.
Obtain a new instance, I ′, through replacing all critical surgeon blocks with surgeon
blocks that have a length of exactly S/3. By Lemma 2.4, the LPT surgeon block to
OR assignments do not change, and CH(I ′) = CH(I)−δcv. According to Lemma 2.5,
it is possible to create an optimal semi-preemptive solution where all critical surgeon
blocks are assigned to ORs that only have big surgeon blocks assigned to them. After
making the critical surgeon blocks smaller, the load of the ORs they are assigned to
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are still at least S. Therefore, C∗(I ′) ≤ C∗(I) − δcv. This is a contradiction to the
fact that the counterexample is minimal.
Corollary 2.7. The total length of all big surgeon blocks in a minimal counterexam-
ple is not greater than m. Furthermore, the big surgeon blocks can be assigned to ORs
without covering any OR.
We are now ready to use the above Lemmas and Corollary 2.7 to prove our main
result about the worst case performance of LPT for MIP[OR].








where an instance is defined by the list of surgeon blocks and the number of ORs
available. Moreover, there exist instances for which this bound is tight.
Proof. As a reminder, we are considering a minimal counterexample, and we can
make the assumption that the total length of all surgeon blocks, L, does not exceed
mS. Otherwise, let L = mS+ δ with δ > 0. By the assumption that we can preempt
small surgeon blocks, and by Corollary 2.7, we know that C∗ = mcf + δcv. If we
delete the smallest surgeon blocks such that the total length deleted would be δ, we
get a new instance I ′. Note: we might have to break one surgeon block, but no more
than one. Then, CH(I ′) ≥ CH(I)−δcv. Corollary 2.7 tells us that only small surgeon
blocks were deleted, and due to the fact that small surgeon blocks can be preempted,
it follows that C∗(I ′) = C∗(I) − δcv = mcf , and thus I ′ is a new counterexample
that has a worse performance ratio, and the total length of surgeon blocks is mS.
Now take the LPT solution, and reorder the ORs so that the first t ORs would
be covered, i.e., ORs B1, . . . , Bt, and the rest of the ORs are not covered. For each
OR Bj with j = 1, . . . , t, let the length of the covering surgeon block of the OR be
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aj + bj, where aj is the part of the surgeon block that fills the OR, and bj the part
of the surgeon block that is in overtime. Furthermore, in ORs Bj, j = t + 1, . . . ,m,
i.e., the uncovered ORs, let cj be the idle space. Due to the fact that L ≤ mS,∑t
j=1 bj ≤
∑m
j=t+1 cj. Furthermore, ai ≥ cj, for i = 1 . . . , t and j = t + 1, . . . ,m,




























using Lemma 2.6, and
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≤ 1 + Sc
v
12cf
, which is a contradiction to the
existence of a minimal counterexample.
To show that this bound is tight, consider the following instance. The number of
ORs, m, is even, and there are m surgeon blocks with length S/2 and 3
2
m surgeon
blocks of length S/3. Then the LPT solution will give a cost of mcf + mS
12
cv, while
the optimal solution gives a cost of mcf .
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This proves the worst-case performance guarantee of the LPT heuristic with dif-
ferent costs associated with regular time and overtime for a given number of ORs.
Note that when cf = cv and S = 1, which is the case considered in Dell’Olmo et al.
(1998), this result is the same as their result.
Also note that the theorem applies to C∗, which is the optimal solution to the
semi-preemptive problem, a relaxation of the non-preemptive problem, MIP[OR].
Therefore it directly follows that the following bound holds:
CH
C∗N




C∗N is the optimal solution of the non-preemptive problem.
2.9.2 Worst-Case Performance Guarantee of the Difference Heuristic
Theorem 2.2. In the difference heuristic setting, where Wij = ri − dj for i 6= j and
Wii =∞, let
W i = max
j:j 6=i
(Wij)
+; W̄ i = min
i
W i; wi = min
j:j 6=i
(Wij)
+; w̄i = max
i
wi ∀i,
W j = max
i:i 6=j
(Wij)
+; W̄ j = min
j
W j; wj = min
i:i 6=j
(Wij)
+; w̄j = max
j
wj ∀j.
Then for any instance we have




















where CDH is the cost of the schedule given by the difference heuristic, and C∗1 is the
cost of the optimal solution. Moreover, there exist instances for which this bound is
tight.
Proof. Surgeon elapsed time is the sum of two components: surgery duration and
idle time. Since surgery duration is a fixed constant, minimizing idling will minimize
surgeon elapsed time. The entry (Wij)
+ for i 6= j denotes the idling if patient i is
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followed by patient j. Finding a sequence that minimizes idling is equivalent to the
traveling salesman problem (TSP), except that we can break the tour between two
selected patients i and j, since we require a sequence, not a tour.
The assignment problem is a well known relaxation of the TSP in which binary
decisions determine the assignment of prior (“from”) nodes to subsequent (“to”)
nodes. In our context we let yij denote a binary decision variable that equals 1 if
patient i is followed by patient j, and zero otherwise. Then the following is the











yij = 1 ∀j (2.33)
P∑
j=1
yij = 1 ∀i (2.34)
yij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j. (2.35)
There are two more ways to relax this assignment problem: we can relax con-
straints (2.33) or (2.34). Relaxing (2.33) corresponds to the first term in the min-
imum in the bound in the theorem, and relaxing (2.34) corresponds to the second
term. Note that the result from solving this assignment can be reduced by breaking
the tour to obtain a sequence, as noted above.
When (2.33) is relaxed and (2.32) is maximized subject to the remaining con-
straints, the solution of [AP] with a term subtracted from the objective to break the
tour represents the worst case idling, which is
∑P
i=1W
i − W̄ i, i.e., the sum over the
maximum idling in each row minus the minimum of those values. When (2.33) is
relaxed and (2.32) is minimized subject to the remaining constraints, the solution of





i − w̄i, i.e., the sum over the minimum idling in each row minus
the maximum of those values. Then the first term of the minimum on the right hand
side of the inequality in the theorem represents the difference between the worst and
best case scenarios, which gives an upper bound on the difference of the heuristic cost
and the optimal cost when multiplied by the cost of surgeon elapsed time.
Similarly, the second term of the minimum is used to find an upper bound on the
difference in the cost of surgeon elapsed time between the heuristic and optimal solu-
tions by relaxing (2.34) instead of (2.33), and considering the columns of W instead
of its rows.
Each of the two terms are valid upper bounds on the difference in idling between
the heuristic and optimal solutions. Thus, the minimum of the two upper bounds is
an upper bound.
To see that the bound can be tight, consider any instance where the longest re-
covery duration does not exceed the shortest surgery duration, i.e., maxi ri ≤ mini di.
In this case no sequence of surgeries can cause idling, thus any sequence results in the
optimal cost, and the left hand side of the equation will be zero. The right hand side
will also be zero, since each non-diagonal entry in the matrix W will be non-positive.
This will ensure that both terms in the minimization will be zero. Therefore there
exist instances for which the bound is tight.
Theorem 2.3. For any instance with a single surgeon, the difference heuristic results
in an optimal sequence if the number of cases assigned to the surgeon is two.
Proof. Suppose we have 2 patients, where surgery and recovery durations for patient
1 are (d1, r1) and for patient 2 are (d2, r2). Then
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W =
 ∞ r1 − d2
r2 − d1 ∞

If both r1 − d2 and r2 − d1 are non-positive, any schedule is optimal. If at least
one of them is positive, we have two cases.
Case 1: r2 − d1 ≤ r1 − d2. In this case the heuristic will pick patient 2 to go first
and patient 1 to go second, so the idling is (r2 − d1)+.
Case 2: r2 − d1 > r1 − d2. In this case the heuristic will pick patient 1 to go first
and patient 2 to go second, so the idling is (r1 − d2)+.





Planning Models for Skills-sensitive Surgical Nurse
Staffing
3.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter I, due to the fact that a significant proportion of hospital
revenues and cost can be attributed to operating rooms (ORs), this makes ORs one
of the most important areas in hospitals where improvement efforts can lead to sub-
stantially lower cost and increased revenue. Part of the OR cost can be attributed
to surgical nurses, which are a highly specialized and critical resource for effective
surgical care.
Surgical services have evolved over time with the development of new procedures
and numerous subspecialties. The expansion of surgical specialties also made surgical
nurse specialization necessary, due to the increased complexity of the services. Most
hospitals organize surgical nurses into teams, where each team covers several surgi-
cal services, and nurses assigned to a team are trained in all services in that team.
Nurses are hired into one of these teams either as a fixed nurse (a nurse that would be
assigned to a specific service most of the time), or as a float nurse (a nurse assigned
to a team who would regularly work in multiple services within the team). The main
difference between fixed and float nurses is that fixed nurses are always assigned to
their specific service, unless demand for surgery on a specific day is low, thus less
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nurses are needed in that service, and therefore fixed nurses need to be reassigned for
the duration of their current shift. Float nurses, however, do not have a specific ser-
vice they spend the majority of their time in, they regularly work in different services
within their team. Thus the necessity for both fixed and float nurses to be trained
in each service belonging to their team, but fixed nurses are more skilled in their
assigned service than float nurses or other fixed nurses assigned to a different service.
Each surgery requires at least two nurses to be present: a surgical technician (which
for the purposes of this chapter we consider a type of nurse, even though they might
not be registered nurses), who works within the sterile field and hands instruments to
the surgeon, and a circulator nurse who works outside of the sterile field and assists
in setup, charting, and acquiring instruments during surgery, if necessary.
Surgical demand on a case level is highly variable; however, there is some pre-
dictability in terms of specialty because of OR block scheduling policies in place at
most hospitals. Under a block booking system, services have OR time allocated to
them on given days. This block structure is changed infrequently. If the services
are unable to schedule enough cases to fill up their allocated time, their unused time
becomes available to other services a few days in advance. Some ORs can also be
reserved for urgent and emergent cases with an open scheduling policy, meaning that
such patients, who have to be operated on within a day or on the same day, are
scheduled into open ORs on a first come first served basis. Moreover, due to the
uncertainty in surgery durations and emergent cases arising that exceed capacity,
surgeries can be rescheduled within the day of surgery.
There is also uncertainty associated with the number of skill-specific nurses needed
by hour of day, which presents a challenge for staffing. Because of this variability, sur-
gical services are often understaffed or overstaffed, which requires corrective recourse
actions. These may include calling in temporary nurses from an agency, or sending
nurses home before completing their shift. This uncertainty can also necessitate the
assignment of a nurse to a service in which they do not usually work, and thus are
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unfamiliar with the other staff on the procedures. Pronovost and Freischlag (2010)
highlight that the lack of teamwork is a significant contributor to surgical adverse
events, and point out that it has been shown that “improving teamwork was asso-
ciated with reduced surgical mortality”. This is important, because Anderson and
Talsma (2011) found that surgeries that happen in the afternoon or later in the day,
tend to have medical professionals (i.e., surgeons, nurses) working together that do
not work together regularly. To address this, an important consideration is to make
sure that a sufficient number of fixed nurses are allocated to services.
Based on collaboration with a large academic hospital, we focus on improving
surgical nurse staffing to ensure that nurses are assigned to cases that they are qual-
ified to staff, and that staffing levels fit surgical demand. We address the complex
problem of surgical nurse staffing in two stages. In the first stage, we group services
into surgical teams to optimize the fairness of teams in terms of the time required
for cross training, the overnight surgical volume, and the number of assigned ORs
for each service. The purpose of the teams is to create groups of surgical services,
where a nurse who specializes in one of the services in a team can also cover the other
services in the team when necessary, thus maintaining flexibility in the system. In
the second stage, given the new team assignments, we determine daily fixed shifts
that need to be staffed for services and float shifts that need to be staffed for teams,
subject to constraints on the nurse-to-OR ratio required for each service, the number
of nurses available, and historical OR usage data for each service. The separation of
these stages is necessary, because of the significantly different time line for the deci-
sions made in the two stages. Service group teams are determined for the long term
(on the order of years), and are not easy to change once established. On the other
hand, shift allocation can be frequently changed (on the order of weeks or months)
to ensure that the shifts fit surgical demand. Decomposition into two stages is also
necessary to reduce an otherwise computationally difficult problem to one with man-
ageable computation time.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we conduct a
review of relevant literature and highlight our contributions to the literature. In Sec-
tion 3.3.1 we formulate the service group team design problem that allocates services
to teams with the objective of balancing training time, overnight surgical volume and
the number of ORs across teams, thus creating a team structure that achieves fairness
to nurses regardless of their team. In Section 3.3.2 we formulate the shift design and
allocation problem that determines the number and type of shifts that are needed to
be assigned to services and teams by hour of day and day of week to ensure coverage
of surgical demand, i.e., that there are enough nurses working to staff surgical cases.
We further present a 2-phase heuristic that is an optimization based decomposition
of the shift design and allocation model. In Section 3.4 we study the performance
of the 2-phase heuristic through a numerical case study. In Section 3.5 we present
a detailed case study based on data provided by our partner hospital. Section 3.5.1
presents results for stage 1, where we present recommendations for team redesign.
Section 3.5.2 presents results for the stage 2 problem, where we compare hospital
performance to both the optimized teams and the current teams in use. We finish
with conclusions in Section 3.6.
3.2 Literature Review
Staffing decisions in general can be broken down into several stages. Bard (2010)
classified nurse staffing decisions into four stages: long term planning (e.g., size of
workforce, shift design), midterm scheduling (e.g., shift assignment to nurses, cross-
training), short term scheduling (e.g., OR or case assignment to nurses, vacations,
temporary nurses), and real time control (e.g., responding to absenteeism). In his
review, Bard (2010) identified midterm scheduling and short term scheduling, as the
areas that most research has focused on, and he highlighted the need for more re-
search in the area of long term staffing decisions. Our chapter helps to address this
gap in the literature.
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The problem of personnel staffing and scheduling has been a focus of many re-
search studies across multiple industries, including, but not limited to: emergency
response (Fry et al. (2006)), service delivery systems (Ingolfsson et al. (2002)), call
centers (Aksin et al. (2007)), and airlines (Barnhart et al. (2004)). There has been a
significant amount of research in nurse staffing as well, mostly focusing on assigning
nurses to days of week and shifts within days, and distributing off days across nurses.
More details can be found in reviews such as Bard (2010), Cheang et al. (2003), and
Ernst et al. (2004), who also highlight other application areas.
We highlight some related work from other healthcare areas. Kazemian et al.
(2013), for example, presented an integer programming based method to minimize
patient hand-offs in their resident and fellow shift design problem. They considered
required constraints, such as national shift guidelines, and desired constraints, such
as livability rules, and investigated the affect of desired constraints on the objective.
They showed that the desired constraint about shift length had the largest impact.
This work focused on a single unit, thus specialization and skills are not considered,
which plays an important role in our problem.
Floor nurse scheduling has been well studied as well. Maass et al. (2015) pre-
sented a stochastic programming model to determine the optimal number of nurses
needed by type. They considered three nurse types: unit, pool, and temporary. They
also accounted for nurse absenteesm. Using a genetic algorithm, their solutions in-
dicated potential for significant financial savings. This work, however, only made
suggestions for the number of nurses to hire, and not for shift assignments to units
to account for demand. Kim and Mehrotra (2015) considered a single unit integrated
staffing and scheduling problem as a two stage stochastic programming problem. In
the first stage they picked the number of workers for each time period by choosing
from available staffing patterns. In the second stage they made necessary adjust-
ments to the schedule, which are penalized. They showed that using mixed integer
rounding inequalities, they can achieve a tight formulation of the second stage, thus
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the integrality constraints can be relaxed. They also presented a modified version
of the L-shaped method to further improve computational time. They showed that
considering future uncertainty can result in significant cost savings. However, their
method applies to a single unit, and assumes that skills are the same.
Improvement of staffing has been used to provide better patient access. Woodall
et al. (2013) used a simulation-optimization approach for this objective at the Duke
Cancer Institute in Durham, NC. They used a mixed integer program (MIP) for
monthly and weekly planning, with the objective of minimizing the total shortage of
nurse hours relative to patient demand. Then they used a simulation-optimization
approach to determine daily shift start times that minimize average direct patient
wait time. With this method they showed it was possible to decrease patient wait
time by as much as 25 minutes in some cases. They also found that part time nurses
help mitigate the uncertainty in demand, and that the greatest impact was achieved
by changing arrival and departure times for nurses. Our approach is solely based on
optimization methods, and we distinguish between different nurse types, i.e., fixed
and float.
Closest to this chapter is the work of Villarreal and Keskinocak (2016). They con-
sidered the long term surgical nurse staffing problem, and took a two phase approach
to the problem. In the first phase, they used a linear program to find the staffing bud-
get and the number of full time equivalents (FTEs). Then in the second phase they
used a MIP to create a staffing structure, i.e., decide how the previously determined
FTEs should be allocated across days and shifts with the objective in minimizing
the difference between allocated and required staffing levels. They also based their
models on historical OR usage data. Contrary to our approach of determining the
teams, they took the team assignments as given. Moreover, they based their shift
assignments solely on teams, i.e., float nurses, whereas our solutions propose shift
assignments to specific services as well, i.e., fixed nurses. Another main distinction
is that our objective focuses on the even distribution of shifts across teams and day
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periods, as well as minimizing the usage of undesirable shifts, and that our models
ensure that required staffing levels are fulfilled.
Our method optimizes the assignment of nurses to teams, exploiting the resulting
workforce flexibility to manage the inherent uncertainty in surgical demand. This
general idea has been explored by Jordan and Graves (1995) and Hopp and Van Oyen
(2004) in a general setting, and by Inman et al. (2005) in the nurse staffing setting.
However, we take a different approach that fits well with current hospital practice: we
assign service specific shifts within service group teams, and also assign float shifts to
teams to address the uncertainty in surgical demand. Both these shift types belong
to full time nurses, i.e., not temporary nurses.
3.2.1 Our Contributions to the Literature
We propose to address the problem of longterm surgical nurse staffing with the
following two stage approach. First, we formulate a MIP to determine service group
teams, i.e., the partition of services into disjoint subsets, with the objective of bal-
ancing the training time, overnight surgical volume and the number of ORs used by
each team, motivated by fairness to nurses across teams. Second, based on the teams
created in stage 1, we formulate a second MIP to determine which shifts need to
be staffed for each service (fixed shifts), to ensure patient safety standards are met,
i.e., nurses with necessary experience in that service are available, and then allocate
the remaining available shifts to teams (float shifts) to mitigate the uncertainty in
surgical demand. We further ensure that a predefined minimum nurse-to-OR ratio
is respected. We present a heuristic for the second stage that can be used to speed
up computational time, when solutions are needed quickly, and where intuitive un-
derstanding of how the decisions are made is necessary for implementation. To our
knowledge, both of these two stages have not been considered together before to de-
sign planning level staffing models. Moreover, the main focus of the team design stage
is to ensure fairness to nurses regardless of their team, which is not the main focus
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of previous studies, where fairness means that a nurse can expect approximately the
same training time and overnight surgeries, regardless of the team they are assigned
to. Based on data from our partner hospital, we showed that using our methodology
can improve surgical demand coverage, even with less nurses than current staffing
levels.
3.3 Problem Formulation
The objective of the design of surgical nurse staffing levels and schedules is to
ensure that there is a sufficient number of nurses skilled in the necessary service for
every surgery performed on a given day during the week. To ensure this, we need to
consider several factors. First, due to the advances in recent years that has increased
the complexity of surgical services, a nurse cannot be expected to master every surgi-
cal service. Moreover, as mentioned in Section 3.1, teamwork is an important patient
safety factor, and having the same people working together consistently contributes
to high quality care. Therefore, we need to determine the subsets of services a nurse
should cover, which we call service group teams, or simply teams for short.
Once the teams are determined, shifts need to be designed to cover demand. As
we are focusing on a planning level tool, we do not assign specific nurses to days
or shifts, rather we determine the necessary shifts that need to be staffed to satisfy
demand. To do this, we choose from the most common shift types currently in use
at our partner hospital to determine how many of each shift type need to be staffed
by day of week. Once the shifts are determined, individual nurses can be assigned
by a skilled nurse manager to the needed shifts, based on skills and preferences. It
is important to note that throughout the chapter the word nurse does not refer to a
specific person, but to an FTE assigned to a collection of shifts within a week, whose
total duration equals a typical full time surgical technician or circulator nurse weekly
work hours.
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Our main assumptions are the following. We only focus on weekdays, because
generally hospitals do not offer elective surgery services during the weekend in their
inpatient ORs. As our models are for planning purposes, we do not distinguish
between surgical technicians and circulator nurses. Moreover, as this consistent with
current practice at our partner hospital, we assume that each nurse is able to cover
each service in a team, regardless of whether they are a fixed nurse (assigned to a
service within a team) or a float nurse (assigned to a team to mitigate the effect of
random demand). This allows the hospital to take advantage of skill flexibility to
better adapt to the variable nature of surgical volume. However, fixed nurses still
spend the majority of their time in their specified service, and are only temporarily
assigned to a different service if surgical demand is less than expected in their specified
service. We assume a block schedule that allocated OR time to surgical services for
elective surgery. We also assume that some ORs are designated open, i.e., to be used
for urgent and emergent surgeries.
3.3.1 Service Group Team Design
We have established that teams are needed due to the complexity of surgical
services, for nurses to be able to maintain their skills, and to better facilitate team-
work. Thus as a first step in improving surgical nurse staffing, we group surgical
services together into teams, i.e., the set of surgical services is divided into disjoint
subsets. Our partner hospital currently has three teams; however, the current teams
were created almost a decade ago considering only overnight call equity, and they
have not been updated. Because all else is dramatically impacted by the design on
the teams, the first step in improving surgical nurse staffing is to redesign these teams.
The first-stage problem objective consists of three main components that we strive
to balance across teams to achieve fairness. The first one is the maximum training
time across teams, where the training time of any team is the sum of the training time
of the services assigned to the team. This is important because our partner hospital
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desires to have the same amount of time allocated to train nurses, thus to ensure
fairness to nurses across teams, we need to ensure that training time is balanced. The
second component is the maximum percent of overnight surgeries across teams, where
the percent of overnight surgeries of any team is the sum of the percent of overnight
surgeries of each service assigned to the team. Being on call overnight is undesirable
for nurses, thus minimizing the number of on-call nurses is important from the nurses’
perspective. However, there are services that require specialized nurses on-call, even
if they have low overnight surgical volume, such as transplant. Therefore the available
on-call nurses as well as overnight surgical volume need to be taken into consideration
when designing teams to ensure fairness to nurses in each team. The third component
is the maximum number of ORs by day across teams. The number of ORs will deter-
mine the number of nurses needed for the team, therefore by balancing the number of
ORs, we approximately balance team size. This is important, because larger teams
have more room for flexibility if surgical volume deviates from expected values, while
smaller teams have less room for flexibility. Thus by balancing team size, we ensure
similar levels of flexibility for each team.
To reduce variation in these performance metrics, the objective is to minimize
the weight associated with the maximum training time across teams, the maximum
percent of overnight surgical volume for each team, and the maximum number of ORs
by day per team. Note that the number of teams is an input to the model, not a
decision variable. This input can be fixed to align with hospital needs, or by varying
this input and repeatedly solving the model, the best solution can be found.
One of the most important inputs to this model is the training time of a service.
To measure this, a group of nurse educators and nurse managers filled out a matrix
whose elements denote the number of weeks of training needed to learn a single ser-
vice j, if a nurse is already skilled in one other service, i. For more details on the
survey process conducted by the partner hospital and the data, please see Appendix
3.7.1. The following is our notation.
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Indices:
i, j index of services, i, j = 1, . . . , S.
t index of teams, t = 1, . . . , T .
d index of days, d = 1, . . . , 5.
Data:
rdi number of ORs that service i has on day d.
wij amount of training needed in weeks to learn service j if the nurse already
knows service i.
zi indicates if a service needs a specialized on-call group (zi = 1), or not (zi =
0.1).
ui percent of overnight surgical volume attributed to service i.
A desired number of on-call groups per team.
cW weight associated with maximum weeks of training across teams.
cU weight associated with maximum percent of overnight surgical volume across
teams.
cR weight associated with maximum number of ORs across teams.
Decision Variables:
xit binary variable indicating whether service i is assigned to team t (xit = 1 ),
or not (xit = 0).
yijt binary variable indicating is services i and j are assigned to the same team t
(yijt = 1), or not (yijt = 0).
W maximum number of weeks of training across teams.
U maximum percent of overnight surgical volume across teams.
R maximum number of ORs across teams.
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Mathematical Model:
min cWW + cUU + cRR (3.1)
s.t. yijt ≥ xit + xjt − 1 ∀i, j, t (3.2)
T∑
t=1





yijtwij ≤ W ∀t (3.4)
S∑
i=1
uixit ≤ U ∀t (3.5)
S∑
i=1
xitrdi ≤ R ∀d, t (3.6)
S∑
i=1
zixit = A ∀t (3.7)
xit, yijt ∈ {0, 1};R,W,U ≥ 0 ∀i, j, t (3.8)
The objective (3.1) minimizes the weight associated with the maximum training
time across teams to balance the skill requirements of teams, the maximum percent
of overnight surgical volume across teams to balance on-call requirements, and the
maximum number of ORs over days to balance team size. The purpose of this is to
attempt to reduce variation in these performance metrics. Constraints (3.2) determine
whether two services are in the same team. Constraints (3.3) require each service to
be assigned to exactly one team. Constraints (3.4) determine the maximum training
time based on the team assignments and how long it takes to learn one service if you
already know another. Constraints (3.5) calculate the maximum percent overnight
surgical volume across teams. Constraints (3.6) determine the maximum number of
ORs by day across teams. Constraints (3.7) ensure that the required number of on-
call groups are assigned to each team. In the remainder of this chapter we will refer
to this model as MIP[Team].
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3.3.2 Shift Design and Allocation
The second component of a nurse staffing plan is deciding which shifts should be
used by day of week, and how to best allocate the chosen shifts across services and
teams to cover surgical demand. To do this, we choose which shift types to staff from
the commonly used shift types at our partner hospital, that are acceptable to the
labor union. We break up each day into periods to model this problem, where a new
period starts if an available shift type starts or ends at that hour.
The objective in this problem is to distribute the nurses evenly across day peri-
ods, i.e., to make sure that the minimum number of nurses per OR in day periods is
approximately the same in each team. Note that the minimum number of nurses is
calculated considering both fixed and float nurses. During night periods we assign a
set number of float shifts to teams that matches the number of ORs open at night.
Moreover, we penalize the usage of undesirable shifts that can be defined by start
time, end time, or duration.
Note that the first-stage model considered the block schedule as a measure of
workload for each service, but in this second-stage model we consider a combination
of the block schedule and historical usage data as a measure for workload, to account
for services utilizing OR time outside of their block time, e.g., for emergent surgeries.
The following is our notation.
Indices and sets:
g index for nurses, g = 1, . . . , G.
p index for periods of day, p = 1, . . . , 12.
s index for shift templates.
P, P̄ set of day periods and night periods, respectively.
S, S̄ set of desirable and undesirable shifts, respectively.
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Data:
xit indicates if service i is in team t (xit = 1), or not (xit = 0).
αs penalty for undesirable shift type s.
ndip number of ORs used by service i in period p of day d.
γi minimum ratio of fixed nurses to ORs for service i.
q minimum acceptable value of ratio of all nurses (fixed and float) to ORs over
teams, days, and day periods.
ηp total number of nurses needed in night period p.
bs number of hours in shift template s.
aps indicates if shift template s covers period p (aps = 1), or not (aps = 0).
hL lower bound on the number of hours an FTE works per week.
hU upper bound on the number of hours an FTE works per week.
Decision Variables:
zgt indicates if nurse g is float in team t (zgt = 1), or not (zgt = 0).
z̄gi indicates if nurse g is fixed in service i (z̄gi = 1), or not (z̄gi = 0).
λdgts indicates if nurse g in team t has float shift template s on day d (λdgts = 1),
or not (λdgts = 0).
λ̄dgis indicates if nurse g in service i has fixed shift type s on day d (λ̄dgis = 1),
or not (λ̄dgis = 0).






























apsλ̄dgis = ηp ∀d, p ∈ P̄ (3.11)
∑
∀g,s







z̄gi = 1 ∀g (3.13)
λdgts ≤ zgt ∀d, g, s, t (3.14)












bsλ̄dgis ≤ hU ∀g (3.17)
zgt, z̄gi, λdgts, λ̄dgis ∈ {0, 1};Q ≥ q ∀d, g, i, s, t (3.18)
The objective (3.9) maximizes the minimum ratio of nurses to ORs by day by
team by day period, and the second term minimizes the penalty for using undesirable
shifts. Constraints (3.10) determine the minimum ratio of nurses to ORs by day by
team by day period. The left hand side determines the number of nurses available,
while the right hand side is the product of the number of ORs and the minimum
ratio. Constraints (3.11) makes sure the total number of nurses in night periods
is the required number. Constraints (3.12) makes sure the total number of fixed
nurses will satisfy the required nurse-to-OR ratio for each service at each day period.
Constraints (3.13) ensure that each nurse can either be fixed or float. Constraints
(3.14)-(3.15) make sure that float nurses are assigned float shifts, and fixed nurses are
assigned fixed shifts. Note: under these constraints we make sure that a nurse is ei-
ther always assigned to a service, or always assigned to a team float pool, never both.
Constraints (3.16) makes sure each nurse will not have more than one shift on each
day. Constraint (3.17) makes sure that each nurse works no more than hU hours and
no less than hL hours per week. Constraints (3.18) restrict decision variables while
Q ≥ q means the minimum ratio of nurses to ORs is no less than q across teams, days
and day periods. In the remainder of this chapter we refer to this model as MIP[Shift].
To reduce computational effort, we can further add the following symmetry elim-















zgk ≤ 1 ∀t, g = 1, . . . , G− 1 (3.21)
Constraints (3.19) ensure that the first nurse is assigned to the first service, the sec-
ond nurse is assigned to one of the first two services, the third nurse is assigned to
one of the first three services, and so on. Constraints (3.20) make sure that nurses are
assigned to services in order (i.e., lower indexed nurses are assigned to lower indexed
services, and vice versa), and that lower indexed nurses will be fixed, and higher index
nurses will be float. Constraints (3.21) make sure that nurses are assigned to teams in
order (i.e., lower indexed nurses are assigned to lower indexed teams, and vice versa).
Figure 3.1 describes the interaction between the two stages of our model. In
the first stage teams are designed, creating service-to-team assignments. These as-







Figure 3.1: Two stage solution approach to service group team design and shift
design and allocation.
3.3.3 Approximation Method for the Shift Design and Allocation Prob-
lem
The shift design and allocation problem can be computationally challenging for
large, realistic instances, even with the addition of the symmetry eliminating con-
straints, and at hospitals solutions might need to be obtained quickly. To make this
problem more tractable, it can be decomposed it into two phases as shown in Figure
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3.2. In the first phase, fixed shifts are assigned to each service, making sure that the
nurse-to-OR ratio is met, while minimizing the penalty for the usage of undesirable
shift types and the number of nurses assigned (to maximize the number of nurses
left for the float pools). With these decisions fixed, in the second phase, we allocate
the remaining nurses, all of whom will have float shifts, to the teams, while making
sure that the allocation is balanced across day hours and minimizing the penalty of
undesirable shift types.
Service1 Service2 · · · Servicen
Teams





Figure 3.2: Heuristic approach to shift design and allocation: first assign fixed
shifts to services, then assign the remaining shifts that will be float shifts to
teams.
The following is a detailed description of the approximation method.
3.3.3.1 Shift Design and Allocation Phase 1: Assignment of Fixed Nurses
The first phase considers allocation and assignment decisions of fixed nurses for a
given service i. The model can be expressed as follows.




























bsλ̄dgis ≤ hU z̄gi ∀g (3.27)
z̄gi, λ̄dgis ∈ {0, 1} ∀d, g, s (3.28)
The objective (3.22) minimizes the number of fixed nurses assigned to service i
and the use of undesirable shift templates. Constraints (3.23) enforce the nurse-to-
OR ratio given the number of ORs needed in each period for the service. Constraints
(3.24) make sure that only those nurses are considered for service i that have not been
previously assigned to another service. Constraints (3.25) make sure that a nurse can-
not have a shift in service i unless they were assigned to that service. Constraints
(3.26) make sure that each nurse has a single shift each day, while constraints (3.27)
ensure that an assigned nurse work no more than hU hours, and no less than hL hours
per week.
Model (3.22) can be solved sequentially for one service at each time to find the
service allocation and shift assignment of fixed nurses for all services, i.e., for each
instance the number of times this model is solved equals the number of services
considered. This solution is passed to the second phase as an input. As long as there
is a sufficient number of nurses to cover demand, i.e., the model is feasible for both
phases, the sequence in which services are considered by model (3.22) has no impact
on the solution, as services are considered independently.
3.3.3.2 Shift Design and Allocation Phase 2: Distribution of Float Nurses
The second phase considers team allocation and shift assignment decisions of float
nurses in one step, i.e., this model is only solved once for each instance. The follow-
ing is a description of the model. Note that many of the constraints are identical to
those found in MIP[Shift], but the order of the terms was changed to highlight the
difference between variables presented on the left hand side, and constants presented
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on the right hand side. Moreover, in this phase we only consider the nurses that have
not been assigned yet, indexed by g, while the index of nurses already assigned is g′.




















apsxitλ̄dg′is ∀d, t, p ∈ P (3.30)
∑
∀g,s,t
apsλdgts = ηp −
∑
∀g′,i,s
apsλ̄dg′is ∀d, p ∈ P̄ (3.31)
∑
∀t
zgt = 1 ∀g (3.32)
λdgts ≤ zgt ∀g, t, s, t (3.33)∑
∀s,t




bsλdgts ≤ hU ∀g (3.35)
zgt, λdgts ∈ {0, 1};Q ≥ q ∀d, g, s, t (3.36)
The objective (3.29) maximizes the minimum ratio of nurses to workload by day
by team by day periods, and minimizes the penalty of undesirable shifts. Constraints
(3.30) calculate the minimum ratio of nurses to workload. Constraints (3.31) make
sure that the required nurses in night periods is fulfilled. Constraints (3.32) desig-
nate each nurse that was not assigned to a service a float nurse. Constraints (3.33)
make sure that if a nurse had a float shift in a team, they are assigned to that team.
Constraints (3.34) ensure that each nurse can have at most one shift each day. Con-
straints (3.35) ensure that all float nurses work no more than hU hours and no less
than hL hours per week. Constraints (3.36) restricts decision variables, while Q ≥ q
means the minimum ratio of nurses to workload is no less than q across teams, days
and day periods.
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The following is the description of the heuristic.
Number of available nurses to allocate: G
for (i = 1, . . . , S) do
Solve (3.22)
g = number of nurses assigned to service i by (3.22)
G = G− g
end
Distribute the remaining G nurses using (3.29)
In the next section we show through a numerical study, that the 2-phase heuristic
is an efficient approach to the shift design and allocation problem through a numerical
study. We use this method in our hospital data based case study in Section 3.5 to
further demonstrate that significant improvements can be achieved using the 2-phase
heuristic. In addition to good performance and fast computational time, the 2-phase
heuristic has the benefit of being able to address subsets of the staffing problem
without affecting the rest of the staffing schedule. For example, if there is significant
change in the surgical volume of a service, the first phase can be solved on that
single service, and the second phase on the teams, which would not affect the fixed
nurse assignments to the rest of the services. Moreover, the 2-phase heuristic achieves
greater control over the fixed nurse shifts without the added difficulty of balancing
three terms in the objective function, for which weights are challenging to obtain.
3.4 Numerical Analysis of the 2-Phase Heuristic Performance
In this section we evaluate the performance of the 2-phase heuristic through gen-
erating random test instances, and comparing solutions of MIP[Shift] to the 2-phase







where CH is the solution of the 2-phase heuristic and C∗ is the solution of MIP[Shift].
We measure average performance and worst case performance.
One of the inputs to the models is the available shift templates that can be staffed.
The hospital uses 12 common shift templates for staffing, all of which we consider in
our case study in the next section. But to ensure computational tractability for this
analysis, we only consider 8-hour shifts from the available shift templates. The shifts
considered are listed in Table 3.1. We further defined the three shift templates on the





7AM - 3PM 8




11AM - 7PM 8
3PM - 11PM 8
11PM - 7AM 8
Table 3.1: Shift templates considered in the heuristic performance analysis.
To test the robustness of the 2-phase heuristic, we tested randomly generated in-
stances, and varied problem parameters. One parameter to be varied is the number
of services. We considered three scenarios: small (3 services, 1 team), medium (5
services, 2 teams) and large (8 services, 2 and 3 teams). Services were randomly
sampled with equal probability from the available services at the hospital, and they
were randomly assigned to teams when applicable, i.e., there is more than one team.
Each scenario was tested on 30 test instances. Table 3.2 describes the scenarios in
more detail in terms of number of services per team.
We also varied weights in the objective function. The weight of Q, the minimum
ratio of nurses to workload over teams was kept one for all instances, and the penalty
of undesirable shifts was 0.0, 0.001 and 0.002. We ensured that service assignments
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to teams were unique when parameters were the same.
Medium Large
Instance 1 Instance 2 Instance 1 Instance 2 Instance 3
2 available teams
Team 1 2 1 4 3 2
Team 2 3 4 4 5 6
3 available teams
Team 1 - - 2 2 -
Team 2 - - 3 2 -
Team 3 - - 3 4 -
Table 3.2: Heuristic performance analysis setup. Note that only large scenarios
have three teams, and we consider two ways to distribute services to three teams.
In this study we consider a limited number of shift template choices, i.e., 8-hour
shifts only, which necessitates adjustments to problem parameters to ensure feasi-
bility of test instances, such as the number of available FTEs, and the number of
nurses needed during night periods. The current number of FTEs at the hospital
138, which we adjust to 138 × 12/8 = 207, to account for the fact that we do not
consider shifts longer than 8 hours, e.g., 12-hour shifts. Thus the large scenario has
207 available FTEs. For the other scenarios, we assign FTEs relative to the scenario’s
size in terms of number of services considered. Therefore, the small scenario type has
207× 3/8 = 78 FTEs, and the medium scenario has 207× 5/8 = 129 available FTEs.
The number of nurses needed during night periods was similarly adjusted based
on scenario size, shown in Table 3.3. The large scenario is consistent with current
hospital practice. We also changed constraint (3.11) in MIP[Shift] and constraint
(3.31) in the decomposition heuristic into less than or equal to constraints, to avoid
infeasibility due to the way 8-hour shifts cover the day.
Table 3.4 presents the computational results. To further ensure tractability, the
optimality tolerance was set to 3% for all instances. Across 270 tested instances, the




7PM - 9PM 9PM - 11PM 11PM - 7AM
Small 8 3 2
Medium 13 5 3
Large 20 8 4
Table 3.3: Number of nurses needed during night periods by scenario.
at most 16.20% away from optimal. Note that the average performance results are
based on setting of optimality tolerance to 3% when solving the models. Thus the
actual performance could be better. Moreover, this is the reason why performance
can be negative. The results of Table 3.4 show, that as the undesirable shift penalty
increases, 2-phase heuristic performance deteriorates. Moreover, the 2-phase heuristic
tends to perform better for smaller instances rather than large instances. However,












Avg Max MIP[Shift] 2-phase
0
Small 1 3 78 30 -0.39% 1.51% 2.64 0.44
Medium 2 5 129 30 0.28% 1.69% 22.52 1.42
Large 2 8 207 18 0.20% 1.58% 207.08 2.73
Large 3 8 207 12 0.85% 1.59% 396.44 4.13
0.001
Small 1 3 78 30 2.41% 4.51% 2.25 0.45
Medium 2 5 129 30 4.98% 7.30% 30.60 1.90
Large 2 8 207 18 6.95% 7.93% 329.93 3.28
Large 3 8 207 12 7.33% 8.42% 416.06 5.46
0.002
Small 1 3 78 30 4.76% 9.56% 2.55 0.46
Medium 2 5 129 30 8.20% 12.25% 32.40 1.89
Large 2 8 207 18 13.66% 16.20% 329.81 3.36
Large 3 8 207 12 13.67% 15.41% 456.93 5.30
Overall [1, 3] [3, 8] [78, 207] 270 4.61% 16.20% 124.54 2.01
Table 3.4: 2-phase heuristic performance compared to MIP[Shift]. Parameters
varied include the penalty of undesirable shifts, and scenario size in terms of
number of services considered.
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3.5 Hospital Case Study Results
The following case study is based on data provided to us by our partner hospital,
where they currently have 11 services grouped into three teams; 32 ORs, 4 of which
were only recently opened, making surgical volume predictions challenging; and 138
FTEs of surgical nurses. We have analyzed data provided by our partner hospital,
including their block schedule and historical surgical volume by service by hour by
day, and used the models described in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 to obtain computational
results. In this section we highlight the model outputs and compare their performance
to the hospital.
3.5.1 Service Group Team Design Results
The goal of MIP[Team] is to combine services into teams, in order to take ad-
vantage of skill flexibility in the next stage. The following 11 services were consid-
ered: acute care surgery (ACS), dental (DENT), general surgery (GSA), obstetrics
and gynecology (GYN), neurosurgery (NEURO), oral surgery (ORAL), orthopaedics
(ORTHO), otolaryngology (OTO), plastic surgery (PLASTICS), transplant (TPT),
urology surgery (URO). Due to the similarity and the low block time allocated to the
ORAL and DENT services, they were combined.
The main inputs to MIP[Team] are the data that related to the three components
of the objective function: (1) the training time matrix, that defines the amount of
training needed in weeks to learn skills in different services, and is used as a mea-
sure of difficulty of different services; (2) the list of services that need a specialized
on-call group at night, and the overnight call volume for each service; and (3) the
block schedule of the ORs that assigns rooms to services on weekdays. Moreover, the
number of overnight call groups was set to 6, and the number of teams was set to
3 to match hospital needs, based on a long and complex decision process involving
hospital personnel.
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We analyzed several instances of MIP[Team], varying the weight associated with
different terms in the objective: the weight for the maximum number of weeks of train-
ing across teams (cW ), the weight for the maximum percent of overnight surgical vol-
ume across teams (cU), and the weight for the maximum number of ORs by day across
teams (cR). Instances were run with cU ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2, 3, 4}
and cW = 1. We also allowed cU = 1 with cW = 0 to reflect situations in which
we do not want to incentivize similar training times across teams. In all these 12
instances cR = 0.1, to reflect the lower emphasis on the maximum number of ORs by
day expressed by decision makers worked with. In general, the overall weight struc-
ture reflects the importance of the different components of the objective function. We
tested a diverse set of cost parameters, but in the majority of the test cases the compo-
nents with the highest weights are the ones that are associated with fairness to nurses.
We found that varying the cost parameters does not have a significant impact on
the team assignment. The proposed team assignment, which is shown in Table 3.5,
was chosen because it resulted in the optimal solution in most instances (7 out of
the 12), and this solution was at most 17% away from the optimal solution in the
instances it did not achieve the optimal solution, with an average gap of 9.4%. The
chosen solution was furthest away from the optimal solutions in the instances where
either cU or cW was set to 0. If we exclude these instances, the maximum gap is
reduced to 9.7% with an average gap of 5%.
Current teams Optimized teams
Team 1 Team 2 Team 3 Team 1 Team 2 Team 3
DENT GSA1 ACS ACS ORTHO GSA
NEURO ORTHO GSA2 NEURO OTO GYN
ORAL TPT GYN ORAL & DENT PLASTICS URO
OTO URO TPT
PLASTICS
Table 3.5: Current and optimized service group teams.
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To understand how the optimized teams perform compared to the current teams,
we looked at the three performance metrics considered: the maximum training time,
the maximum percent of overnight surgical volume, and the maximum number of
ORs per team by day. Figure 3.3 shows each of the performance metrics. Note that
the emphasis of the model is to reduce variation across teams. To make the pattern
clear, the results are presented in decreasing order for the current teams and opti-
mized teams separately. Thus the first column corresponds to the highest value of










































































Figure 3.3: Comparison of current and optimized teams in terms of: (a) weeks
of training, (b) percent of overnight surgeries, and (c) maximum number of ORs
over week days.
Table 3.6 further highlights the improvement that is achieved through the opti-
mized teams. The results show that the spread of the performance metrics, defined
as the difference between the maximum and minimum over the teams, decreased in
each case by at least 22%, and by as much as 59%. Table 3.6 also shows that the
average of the performance metrics is about the same in the optimized teams as in
the current teams, which is not surprising, as the objective was not the reduction of
the average, but to create more balanced teams, i.e., reduce the spread.
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Performance metric
Current teams Optimized teams % improvement
Average Spread Average Spread Average Spread
Weeks of training 62.7 68 64 28 -2% 59%
% of overnight volume 33.3% 32.1% 33.3% 25.2% 0% 22%
Max ORs on weekdays 13.1 12.75 11.2 5.5 15% 57%
Table 3.6: Average and spread (maximum minus minimum) of performance met-
rics for current and optimized teams, and percent improvement of optimized
teams over current teams.
3.5.2 Shift Design and Allocation Results
The purpose of the 2-phase heuristic is to allocate shifts to services and to the
teams created in stage 1. The data we used for this problem includes the optimized
teams, i.e., assignment of services to teams as decided by MIP[Team]; total nurse
hours available, i.e., FTEs, the number of ORs needed by period by day for each
service; and the required nurse-to-OR ratio. We enforce all available nurses to be
fully allocated. Consistent with current practice, the minimum nurse-to-OR ratio,
q, was considered to be 2 in all cases, while the fixed nurse-to-OR ratio was 1. The
minimum work hours of an FTE per week, hL, was set to 36, while the maximum,
hU , was set to 40. Moreover, there are 12 common shift types used at our partner




1 7AM - 3PM 8
2 7AM - 5PM 10
3 7AM - 7PM 12
4 9AM - 5PM 8
5 9AM - 7PM 10




7 11AM - 7PM 8
8 11AM - 9PM 10
9 11AM - 11PM 12
10 3PM - 11PM 8
11 11PM - 7AM 8
12 7PM - 7AM 12































Figure 3.4: Average OR usage of surgical services by hour of day.
One year of historical surgical volume data was used together with the block sched-
ule to form the model input ndip, the number of ORs used by service i in period p on
day d. Figure 3.4 shows the OR usage of services by hour of day from historical data.
To see how historical data is combined with the block schedule to calculate nidp, let
us consider the URO service as an example. As Table 3.8 shows, we used data about
the number of ORs running by time of day, and the percent of the running ORs that
belong to each service. For example, we calculated the number of ORs URO has in
the 2 hour period between 7AM and 9AM to be 14.53% of 28 ORs, for a total of
4.07 ORs. We did this for intervals covering the day. Finally, since URO received
10.5 additional hours on Mondays when the 4 new ORs were opened, we add 1 to the
appropriate periods to get the results in Table 3.8. If the new OR was designated
an open room (i.e., not assigned to a service, reserved for add-on cases), then the
additional OR time was evenly distributed across all services. Once the total number
of ORs is calculated for a service, it is compared to the block schedule, and if there
is significant deviation compared to the block schedule, the number is adjusted the
following way. If the total number of ORs plus half and OR is less than the number
indicated in the block schedule, then the number of ORs is set to that indicated in the
block schedule. If the total number of ORs exceeds the number indicated in the block
schedule by at least one OR, the total number of ORs is decreased by one. Note that
service specific assignments only apply to day periods, hence Table 3.8 only covers day
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periods. Night periods, the time between 7PM and 7AM, are staffed with float nurses.
Period start hour 7AM 9AM 11AM 12PM 1PM 3PM 5PM
Period end hour 9AM 11AM 12PM 1PM 3PM 5PM 7PM
Total running ORs (#) 28 28 28 28 28 26 20
URO usage (%) 14.53 13.36 14.24 13.55 13.85 16.69 16.49
URO ORs (#) 4.07 3.74 3.99 3.79 3.88 4.34 3.30
New ORs (#) 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
Total URO ORs (#) 5.07 4.74 4.99 4.79 4.88 5.34 3.30
Table 3.8: Example calculation for the number of ORs used for the URO service
on Monday.
To understand how the optimized shift design performs, we analyzed one month
of data for weekdays, i.e., 20 days. We separated every day into 15 minute intervals
and measured the coverage of surgical demand, which is positive if there were more
than enough nurses to cover each surgery (overstaffed), or negative if there were too
few nurses to cover each surgery (understaffed).
The 2-phase heuristic objective is to maximize the minimum number of nurses
available over day periods for all teams across all days, and minimize the penalty
of using undesirable shifts, while also minimizing the number of fixed nurses. We
considered two scenarios in this stage. In the first scenario we used the penalties
for undesirable shifts to control the shift mix, i.e., the percent utilization of shifts by
duration and by type. This ensured that the optimized shift mix was similar to the
current shift mix. In the first scenario we used α1 = 0.1 for shifts that end at 5PM,
because no shift starts at 5PM. Thus, there is no arriving staff to relieve the nurses
whose shift ends at 5PM, and nurses often experience mandated overtime. Moreover,
a penalty of α2 = 0.002 was used for the usage of 12-hour shifts to control shift mix.
These parameter choices allowed for ensuring that optimized shift mix was similar to
the current shift mix. In the second scenario we allowed deviations from current shift
mix, and only penalized for the usage of shifts that end at 5PM, due to the challenges
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staffing this shift presents to nurse managers. Moreover, instances were solved with
a 5% optimality gap. We examined these two scenarios, because the first facilitates
easier implementation due to similar shift mix, and wanted to evaluate how limiting
certain shift types impacts coverage of surgical demand. Moreover, the second sce-
nario can be used to inform hiring decisions.
Scenarios 1 and 2 both considered two cases. In case 1 the current number of
FTEs available at the hospital is respected, which was 138 for the period we studied.
In case 2 we allowed the number of available FTEs to be reduced.
3.5.2.1 Scenario 1: Respecting Current Shift Mix
We first analyze results in the first scenario, where we strive to respect the cur-
rent shift mix at the hospital, controlling the chosen shifts by the penalty αs. Model
outputs that respect current shift mix can aid implementation, as fewer changes will
be required to the nurse schedule.
Figure 3.5 shows the current and the optimized shift mixes both in terms of shift
types and shift durations for the two cases: when the number of FTEs is the same as
at the hospital, namely 138, or the number of FTEs is reduced to 130. The graphs
show that in the optimized shifts the shift mix is close to the current shift mix for
both shift types and shift durations. In fact, each shift type frequency is within 8%
of the current values for both cases, and within 6% for shift duration.
To measure the performance of the optimized shifts, we evaluate their coverage of
surgical demand. Table 3.9 shows the relative improvement of coverage of surgical de-
mand of the two cases over current state, where the cases are defined by the number of
FTEs used. From the table we can see that average coverage and standard deviation
of coverage show improvements in both cases. Note that as expected, the more FTEs
are available, the more we can improve on nurse shortfall, while with more nurses the
improvements in nurse excess decrease, as there is more opportunity for nurses to be
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Figure 3.5: Optimized shift mix under scenario 1, where current shift mix is
respected: (a) by shift type and (b) by shift duration.
idle. From the patient point of view, avoiding understaffed periods is more desirable;
however, from the hospitals point of view, avoiding overstaffed periods can present
financial savings.
(a) Understaffed periods
Case 1 Case 2
FTEs 138 130
Avg nurse shortfall 44% 4%
Stdev 45% 4%
(b) Overstaffed periods
Case 1 Case 2
FTEs 138 130
Avg nurse excess 1% 12%
Stdev 13% 19%
Table 3.9: Relative improvement of coverage over current state with optimized
teams in scenario 1. Case 1 is representative of the current state with 138 FTEs,
while case 2 considers only 130 FTEs.
We recognize that changing the team structure can be challenging at hospitals,
and requires a major investment of time and resources. Thus we also compare model
performance to current teams in Table 3.10, and show that improvements in terms
of coverage of surgical demand can be achieved without changing the team structure,
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but only changing shift allocation and design.
(a) Understaffed periods
Case 1 Case 2
FTEs 138 130
Avg nurse shortfall 62% 17%
Stdev 36% 25%
(b) Overstaffed periods
Case 1 Case 2
FTEs 138 130
Avg nurse excess 1% 12%
Stdev 12% 16%
Table 3.10: Relative improvement of coverage over current state with current
teams in scenario 1. Case 1 is representative of the current state with 138 FTEs,
while case 2 considers only 130 FTEs.
3.5.2.2 Scenario 2: Deviating from Current Shift Mix
In the second scenario we analyzed the benefit of allowing larger deviations from
the current shift mix. Respecting current shift mix can aid implementation with the
current nurses that are on staff. However, due to high nurse turnover, new nurses
frequently join hospital surgical services. Therefore the results of this scenario are
useful for informing managers about ideal long-term targets that could be achieved
through decisions about which shifts to add over time.
Figure 3.6 shows the current and the optimized shift mixes both in terms of shift
types and shift durations for the two cases described earlier: when the number of
FTEs is the same as at the hospital, namely 138, or the number of FTEs is reduced
to 130. As expected, the graphs show much larger deviation from shift mix than in
scenario 1. Shift types can deviate by as much as 38%, while shift durations can
deviate by as much as 32%. Note that in this scenario, the model suggests more use
of 12-hour shifts and less use of 8-hour shifts than currently used at the hospital.
This observation was true for both cases.
Table 3.11 shows the relative improvement of coverage of surgical demand of the
two cases over current state. In addition to seeing improvements over the current
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Figure 3.6: Optimized shift mix under scenario 2, where deviation from current
shift mix is allowed: (a) by shift type and (b) by shift duration.
state, we also see improved results over scenario 1, except for the average and stan-
dard deviation of nurse shortfall in case 1, every other performance metric is an
improvement over scenario 1. Thus we conclude that it is beneficial to allow devia-
tions from current shift mix if hospital constraints allow for it.
(a) Understaffed periods
Case 1 Case 2
FTEs 138 130
Avg nurse shortfall 33% 5%
Stdev 31% 15%
(b) Overstaffed periods
Case 1 Case 2
FTEs 138 130
Avg nurse excess 5% 15%
Stdev 30% 30%
Table 3.11: Relative improvement of coverage over current state with optimized
teams in scenario 2. Case 1 is representative of the current state with 138 FTEs,
while case 2 considers only 130 FTEs.
We again compare model performance to that with current teams in Table 3.12,
to show improvements in terms of demand coverage can be achieved with current
teams. Average nurse shortfall in case 1 is the only performance metric with a larger
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improvement in scenario 1. Similarly to the optimized teams, here we see greater im-
provements compared to the first scenario, in which we respected the hospital’s shift
mix: the mean improved by 17% on average, and the standard deviation by 49%.
(a) Understaffed periods
Case 1 Case 2
FTEs 138 130
Avg nurse shortfall 34% 28%
Stdev 36% 27%
(b) Overstaffed periods
Case 1 Case 2
FTEs 138 130
Avg nurse excess 4% 14%
Stdev 29% 29%
Table 3.12: Relative improvement of coverage over current state with current
teams in scenario 2. Case 1 is representative of the current state with 138 FTEs,
while case 2 considers only 130 FTEs.
3.6 Conclusions
We proposed a two-stage approach to planning level decisions for surgical nurse
staffing. In the first stage, surgical services are grouped together into teams with the
objective of balancing training time, overnight surgical volume, and the maximum
number of ORs over weekdays across teams. In the second stage, we allocated shifts
to the newly designed teams with the objective of balancing the number of nurses per
ORs during the day, and minimizing the number of undesirable shifts that are used
to cover demand.
In our case study, that is based on hospital data, we found that the optimized
teams improve the fairness of teams by improving the spread, i.e., the difference be-
tween the maximum and the minimum across teams, and thus make the teams more
balanced in terms of each of the performance metrics: training time by 59%, overnight
surgical volume by 22%, and maximum ORs over weekdays by 57%.
Furthermore, we showed that optimized shifts achieve better coverage of surgical
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demand both for the currently used and for optimized teams: average nurse shortfall
can be improved by at least 33%, and average nurse excess by 1% with the current
number of FTEs, while average nurse shortfall can be improved by at least 4% and
average nurse access by at least 12% with a reduced number of FTEs. We also identi-
fied the benefit of deviating from the current shift mix, and showed that performance
can be improved even with less FTEs than are currently employed at the hospital.
The fact that performance can be improved with fewer FTEs is important, as this
fact can aid implementation of this methodology for the following reason. Our meth-
ods generate planning level models, that allocated shifts to days, services and teams.
As a last step to generate a complete staffing schedule, charge nurses must assign
specific nurses to the recommended shifts. Each nurse has their own predefined skill
set and a set of shift types they are willing to work, which makes fitting nurses into
the optimized shift schedules a challenging task. If, however, the shifts correspond-
ing to 130 FTEs are predetermined, and the rest of the shifts corresponding to the
remaining 8 FTEs can be allocated based on skill specifications and nurse preferences
with the assurance of good performance, this is likely to ease the implementation of
the new optimized shifts based on our model.
It remains to be determined if the methodology presented in this chapter can be
implemented, as it would involve major institutional changes.
3.7 Appendix
3.7.1 Surgical Nurse Training Time Data Collection
One of the crucial inputs to the service group team design model, MIP[Team],
is training time, which can also be used as a measure of difficulty of a service. The
current training system is set up to train new nurses within the current team struc-
ture. Thus training time is only established for services within the prespecified teams.
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However, for our model we needed training time input for each service to allow the
model to choose the teams.
To find out how long it takes to train people in each service, nurse managers and
nurse educators were asked by a hospital employee to independently fill out a training
time matrix, where the dimension of the matrix was 10×10 (since we considered 10
services), and entry wij denoted how many weeks of training a nurse would need to
learn service j, if they are already skilled in service i.
Based on the results of the survey, a meeting was called with the key stakeholders
so that they would come to consensus on training time. For each entry of the matrix
of training time averages, each stakeholder was asked whether or not they supported
the result. If the result was not supported, the group discussed the entry and came to
consensus on what the value should be. The final training time matrix was then sent
out to each key stakeholder, so that even those who could not attend the meeting
would have a chance to say if they did not agree with the result, and the matrix was
again shown to key stakeholders during follow-up meetings. The agreed upon matrix
is shown in Table 3.13.
GSA ACS GYN NEURO
ORAL
ORTHO OTO PLASTICS URO TPT
& DENT
GSA 0 4 8 12 8 14 8 6 6 4
ACS 4 0 8 12 8 14 8 6 6 6
GYN 8 8 0 12 8 14 8 6 6 8
NEURO 8 8 8 0 8 12 8 6 8 8
ORAL & DENT 8 8 8 12 0 14 4 6 8 8
ORTHO 8 8 8 12 8 0 8 6 8 8
OTO 8 8 8 12 4 14 0 6 8 8
PLASTICS 8 8 8 12 6 14 6 0 8 8
URO 8 8 6 12 8 14 8 8 0 8
TPT 4 4 8 12 8 14 8 8 8 0
Table 3.13: Agreed upon surgical nurse training time by service.
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CHAPTER IV
Capacity Reservation Heuristics to Manage Access
Delay in Operating Rooms
4.1 Introduction
Operating room (OR) utilization is of great importance, as OR capacity is one of
the most expensive resources at hospitals and in the surgery delivery system. In this
chapter we devise methods that allow a hospital to schedule a surgery date for pa-
tients, so that the access delay is kept to an appropriate time window without causing
excessive overtime. Simple heuristics, like first come, first served (FCFS) are often
used in practice, but they perform poorly because they do not recognize variation in
priority for different patients. Furthermore, competing criteria complicate the selec-
tion of the best method for the assignment of surgeries to ORs. On the one hand, an
important criterion is to have full utilization of ORs and allocate OR capacity to pa-
tients well in advance. On the other hand, high priority patients might arise on short
notice, who must be allocated capacity in a short time frame. Thus the stochastic
nature of patient requests for surgery poses a great challenge in this problem. The
surgical schedule and OR utilization is also impacted by the stochasticity in surgery
durations, which can depend on surgical service and surgery type.
As noted in Chapter I, many hospitals use block booking when scheduling surg-
eries. This means that OR capacity is reserved for specific services or surgeons on a
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weekly or monthly basis, i.e., services or surgeons have block time allocated to them,
and services or surgeons can only schedule surgeries into their own block time. At
a high level this is a form of capacity reservation of ORs; however, blocks gener-
ally do not consider patient attributes other than surgical service. Moreover, within
the block time, surgeries get allocated to specific days based on surgeon and patient
preference. This makes surgical schedules unpredictable, because demand for similar
surgery types is not evenly distributed across days, and changes from week to week.
This can make it difficult to plan for the resources needed after surgery (e.g. PACU
beds, ICU beds, or post-surgical ward beds).
Another challenging aspect of assigning surgery dates to patients is the variation
in patient needs for surgery. Hospitals typically have three patient urgency levels.
The highest priority is emergent patients, who need immediate access to surgery. We
refer to such patients as level 1. The second highest priority patients are urgent pa-
tients, who need access to surgery in a small time window, but do not necessarily
need surgery immediately. We refer to such patients as level 2. The third urgency
level is elective patients, who generally can wait days or weeks for their surgery. We
refer to such patients as level 3. Hospitals need to quickly accommodate high priority
level 1 and 2 patients, which arise on short notice. The booking of low priority level
3 surgeries often happens well in advance, and without careful planning and reserva-
tion of capacity, it is unlikely there would be sufficient time available for high priority
surgeries that arise on short notice without the use of resource overtime.
We propose a capacity reservation heuristic, where OR capacity is reserved as
surgery slots (slots for short) within the block schedule for different types and ur-
gency levels of patients. The purpose is to ensure they have access to surgery within
their surgery access target (SAT), which is an important strategic level issue for some
hospitals. The decision for hospitals on how they choose to allocate their OR capacity,
i.e., using surgery slot reservations, FCFS approach, or other methods, is a strategic
level decision. However, to test the viability and the performance of the surgery slot
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reservation approach, we use a tactical level discrete event simulation model.
In this setting we associate three attributes with patients: the surgical service
providing the surgery, surgery type, and urgency level. Surgery type can be defined
by procedure type (e.g., hip replacement, appendectomy), or by expected duration
(e.g., short surgery, long surgery). We chose the latter definition, because certain
procedure types have very low volume, and thus defining type by duration allows for
greater flexibility in the use of the reserved slots.
To gain insights into the effects of capacity reservation heuristics, we evaluated
each heuristic using a discrete event simulation model. The heuristics can be catego-
rized into two groups: surgery slot reservation heuristics and FCFS based heuristics.
In the surgery slot reservation heuristics, surgery slots are reserved for patients ac-
cording to their attributes, and patients are assigned to the first available slot that
corresponds to their attributes: surgical service, surgery type, and urgency level. To
avoid wasting OR capacity, and to ensure that high urgency patients have fast access
to surgery, reserved slots can also be released to patients with attributes other than
those corresponding to the reservation.
We consider three FCFS based heuristics, the first one being the classical FCFS
heuristic, where patients are considered in the order they request surgeries, and are
assigned to the first day with sufficient capacity within their service’s block time, not
considering their type or urgency level. Second, we evaluate a priority based FCFS,
where capacity is “carved out”, i.e., reserved, for patients with a high urgency level
(level 1 and 2), and they are guaranteed fast access to surgery through the use of
overtime, while patients of urgency level 3 are scheduled according to FCFS. Third,
we look at a utilization based FCFS, which only differs from the priority based FCFS
in that patients with a low urgency level are assigned to the least utilized day within
their SAT, or if no such day is available, they are assigned according to FCFS to the
first day with sufficient capacity outside of their SAT.
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Our main modeling assumptions are the following. Every patient that requests
surgery is immediately assigned a surgery date to avoid the need for a wait list, which
may be undesirable to patients. Patient requests for surgery happen once a day, at
the beginning of the day, with the consideration of the order the requests arrive in,
because our heuristics are daily level, and do not consider hour of day assignments.
Moreover, cancellations are not allowed, rather overtime will be used if necessary.
This is reasonable because cancellation rates tend to be very low in practice, due to
the high impact they have on patients and their families, thus hospitals and physi-
cians strive to keep all appointments. As is the case in some hospitals, we assume
that there are no reserved ORs for emergencies. The case in which emergent patients
are all operated on in dedicated ORs is an easier problem to solve, and subsumed
by the model we study in this chapter, since it corresponds to the case of zero de-
mand for emergent surgeries. We further assume that when patients are scheduled
for surgery and are given a surgery date, they accept that surgery date and show up
on their scheduled day, i.e., even with long wait times, patients do not seek service
at other healthcare institutions. We show that using our methodology, patient wait
times are expected to be low, and thus inadequate patient access to surgery is not
an issue. As hospitals rarely have planned surgeries on weekends, we only focus on
weekdays. We only consider the ORs and ignore supporting resources, such as PACU
beds, ICU beds, and post-surgical ward beds. The usage of such resources is highly
dependent on case sequences, and methods such as described in Chapter II can be
used to plan for these resources once the sequence is available. Moreover, we assume
surgical nurses are appropriately staffed to fulfill surgeries. Methods such as discussed
in Chapter III can be used to find an appropriate staffing schedule to achieve this goal.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We review the relevant
literature in Section 4.2, and highlight our contributions. In Section 4.3 we describe
our proposed heuristics, and in Section 4.4 we discuss the discrete event simulation
model. We present two case studies in Section 4.5. First we consider a system with
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two identical services, compare heuristic performance in this setting, and analyze
sensitivity to some parameters in Section 4.5.1. Then in Section 4.5.2 we analyze
heuristic performance in a realistic setting based on hospital data. We present our
conclusions in Section 4.6.
4.2 Literature Review
The topic of capacity reservation has been studied in several different settings:
railway bookings (You (2008)), cruise ships (Maddah et al. (2010)), airport runways
(Janic (2007)), airline seat protection levels (Van Ryzin and McGill (2000)), perish-
able goods (Jacko (2016)), and wireless networks (Heredia-Ureta et al. (2003)).
Most effort in healthcare in this area focuses on creating the block schedule, i.e.,
allocate OR time to surgical specialties. Creemers et al. (2012) used a bulk service
queueing model that feeds into an optimization model to assign OR time to surgical
services with the objective of minimizing total expected weighted waiting time of pa-
tients. They also proposed a 2-step heuristic for the problem, where in the first step
a feasible solution is found, and in the second step remaining capacity is allocated in
a greedy fashion. They did not consider OR utilization. Zhang et al. (2009) took a
mixed integer programming approach to allocating ORs to surgical services, and used
simulation to evaluate their allocation scheme. Their approach is more detailed in
that they considered emergent patients and two kinds of elective patients: inpatient
and outpatient. However, they did not consider surgery types. They assumed that
an OR is dedicated to emergent patients, and they did not model overtime of ORs.
They applied a penalty for surgeries that were delayed, but elective demand that was
not met within a week was considered lost.
In a non-block booking setting, Gerchak et al. (1996) considered a stochastic dy-
namic programming model to schedule elective surgeries in advance, while considering
emergency surgeries and the uncertain nature of OR utilization. Their approach was
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to consider the current day, and pick the number of elective patients to be assigned
to that day from a wait list. Our approach is fundamentally different in that each
patient gets an assigned date on the day their request for surgery happens. Moreover,
contrary to our approach, they assumed each patient’s surgery duration is identically
distributed, and considered no surgery types.
Surgery access targets have also been considered. Astaraky and Patrick (2015)
used a simulation based approximate dynamic programming approach to set future
appointment dates, considering their surgery duration and length of stay at the hos-
pital, while meeting waiting time targets for patients of various class. They showed
that their model outperforms the FCFS policy in terms of managing patients that
are waiting for surgery when there is limited capacity. Moreover, their approach bet-
ter managed OR capacity and made use of OR overtime to maintain a stable wait
list, and it resulted in a higher overall bed utilization. Gocgun and Ghate (2012)
looked at advanced scheduling, where each patient has a deadline, and their wait
time is penalized. They took an MDP approach, established that it is weakly cou-
pled, and developed an approximate dynamic programming approach to solve the
problem. However, both these approaches are different in that we propose a surgery
slot reservation scheme where patients are assigned to reserved slots. Moreover, we
also allow reservations to be released, i.e., made available to other patients.
Dexter et al. (1999) used simulation to evaluate on-line bin packing algorithms for
elective surgery planning in terms of the resulting OR utilization. Their recommen-
dation was to allocate block time to surgeons based on their total expected elective
surgery durations, and schedule patients into the first available block if one is avail-
able within 4 weeks. Otherwise use overtime. Our approach is more general in that
we not only consider multiple urgency levels, but also different surgery types, and
multiple SATs.
Closest to our approach are the following works. Vermeulen et al. (2009) presented
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an operational level approach to planning and scheduling of the time of day of surgi-
cal appointments in a scheme that employed an urgency-specific capacity reservation
plan for CT-scan visits, based on an initial reservation plan. Their main performance
metric was based on percent of patients served within SAT for each patient type.
They presented a search-based heuristic for the dynamic adjustment of the reser-
vation plan over time, provided there is an initial reservation plan and assuming a
single homogeneous set of CT scanners. Green et al. (2006a) considered the problem
of scheduling outpatient, inpatient and emergent patients for an MRI machine. On
a daily level they studied design of appointment scheduling for outpatients through
heuristics, and the real-time allocation of higher priority inpatients and emergent pa-
tients using a finite horizon dynamic program. Their objective is to maximize the
revenue obtained from serving patients, the penalty of patient wait time, and the
penalty of not serving patients on the considered day. They assumed that all patients
have the same appointment duration distribution. Our goal is to compare strategic
level capacity reservation plans at the daily level. We consider a more diverse set of
patients that are paired to specific services, while allowing for multiple surgery types
and urgency levels. We also consider the mean overtime and undertime of ORs, and
also mean wait time of patients for their appointment. Our version of a dynamic
adjustment of the reservation is reflected in release policy that is simple and easy to
implement.
Kazemian et al. (2017) considered different heuristics for scheduling a clinic ap-
pointment that is probabilistically followed by a surgical appointment. The heuristics
were variations on the FCFS heuristic, and did not assume any capacity reservations,
unlike our heuristic. They also assumed that patients are served within their access
target, and overtime is always available when necessary. We allow patients to exceed
their SAT to understand the trade-off between overtime and meeting the access tar-
get. Their work was applied to a destination hospital, where even elective surgeries
need to take place within a few days of the clinic appointment, as patients might have
traveled far to be seen at the hospital. We consider a typical hospital setting, where
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elective patients can tolerate longer wait times.
4.2.1 Our Contributions to the Literature
Gupta and Denton (2008) highlighted indirect patient wait time, i.e., the number
of days a patient waits for their surgery, as one of the open challenges of appointment
scheduling, and called for approaches that model both indirect and direct wait time
of patients, i.e., patient wait time before the day of surgery and on the day of surgery.
Due to the challenges presented by modeling both types of patient wait times, they
recommended a two stage approach with first allocating patients to days, and then
assigning start times to the appointments in the second stage. We addressed the
second stage problem in Chapter II, and we address the first stage problem in this
chapter.
Gupta and Denton (2008) discussed three appointment scheduling environments
in healthcare: primary care appointment scheduling, specialty clinic appointment
scheduling, and elective surgery scheduling. We propose to apply the idea of reserv-
ing surgery slots for different types of patients from the primary care setting to making
such reservations within the block schedule. For a hospital to choose to follow such
a scheduling policy is a strategic level decision; however, to understand the benefits
of this approach, we test heuristic performance using a tactical level discrete event
simulation model.
We consider a surgical service, surgery type, and urgency level based reservation
scheme to ensure that indirect patient wait times do not exceed predefined SATs.
Moreover, to mitigate the effect of uncertainty in patient requests for surgery, and to
ensure high utilization of ORs, we release certain reserved slots within a prespecified
time frame to avoid having available capacity go unused. We test the proposed method
on a simple stylized example we created with two identical services, and in a realistic
setting where hospital data was used to construct plausible problem instances. We
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show that the surgery slot reservation heuristic performs well compared to FCFS
based heuristic benchmarks. In addition to the good performance, the surgery slot
reservation heuristic also has the added benefit of the predictability of the surgery
schedule, which is due to the fact that reserved slots stay constant, unless there are
significant changes in surgical demand. This has the potential to aid in the planning
of supporting resources.
4.3 Heuristic and Modeling Descriptions
Information we use to characterize patients in our model includes the following:
surgery request day, surgical service, surgery type and urgency level. The distribu-
tion information of these inputs is assumed to be identical for the days of the week.
The list includes data about available block time for each service, surgery duration
distribution information (which includes turnover time after surgery), and surgery
access target (SAT) for patients. We consider OR capacity reservation as a discrete
finite horizon problem on the daily level, where each day requests for surgery arrive
at the beginning of the day. However, we take into account the order in which the
requests arrive to better match a real time scheduling system.
There are two sources of randomness in the system: patient requests for surgery
and surgery duration. Request arrivals for surgery of each service, type and urgency
class are assumed to follow a stationary Poisson process (Green et al. (2006b), Zonder-
land et al. (2010), Kazemian et al. (2017)). This stationary model does not capture
the seasonality in demand for some types of surgery, but it could be relaxed for spe-
cific applications. When assigning patients to future dates, information about their
estimated surgery duration is needed. Due to the uncertainty in surgery durations,
it is necessary to pick this estimated surgery duration such that it mitigates the un-
certainty in durations. In our models, we choose the estimated surgery duration as a
prespecified percentile from the duration distribution that is expected to ensure good
performance.
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The following is a summary of the notation that we use in the remainder of this
chapter.
Indices:
i index of patients, i = 1, . . . , P .
k index of surgical services, k = 1, . . . , K.
τ index of surgery types, τ = 1, . . . , T .
u index of urgency levels, u = 1, 2, 3.
Inputs:
α(i) day on which the surgery request for patient i arrives.
Eu minimum acceptable access delay in days after an urgency level u
patient’s request for surgery arrives.
x(k,τ) surgery duration estimate of patients of service k, type τ , which is
chosen as a percentile from the duration distribution.
p proportion of block time that is “carved out” in total for level 1
and 2 patients.
Bk block time allocated to or used by service k in minutes. Note that
this input is assumed to be day independent.
B(k,3) block time of service k intended for level 3 patients in minutes,
B(k,3) ≤ Bk.
SAT(k,τ,u) surgery access target, i.e., number of days in which a patient of
service k, type τ , and urgency level u needs to have surgery.
θ(k,τ,u) number of surgery slots reserved for service k, type τ , urgency level
u patients.
s(k,τ) total number of available surgery slots for patients of service k and
type τ to be distributed across urgency levels.
µ(k,τ,u) mean surgery request arrival rate of service k, type τ , and urgency
level u patients.
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q additional proportion of the mean surgery request arrival rate, used in
the calculation of s(k,τ).
•(i) input •, that corresponds to the attributes and characteristics of patient
i, i.e., k(i), τ(i), and u(i) are the service, surgery type, and the urgency
level of patient i, respectively.
Decision variables:
γ(i) day on which patient i is scheduled to have their surgery.
As described before, the heuristics distinguish between three urgency levels for
patients: level 1, level 2, and level 3, with level 1 being the most urgent, and level
3 being the least urgent level. For each level we consider the minimum acceptable
access delay for urgency level u, denoted by Eu, which is the first day a patient can
be scheduled to after the day their request for surgery was received. For example,
E1 = 0 denotes that level 1 patients can be scheduled as early as the day they request
surgery. Note that this model is time stationary, i.e., parameters such as the surgery
request arrival rate and SAT for the three urgency levels do not change by day of
week or across weeks. The model can be extended to allow the parameters to vary
by day and week; however, sharper insights can be gained in the stationary setting.
4.3.1 Surgery Slot Reservation Heuristic
In the surgery slot reservation heuristic, the number of slots reserved for each
surgical service, surgery type, and urgency level each day are defined by the heuristic.
We call this a template. Figure 4.1 shows an example of a template for a single day
for a service that has two surgery types and three urgency levels. In this example,
θ(1,1,1) = 2, θ(1,1,2) = 3, and θ(1,1,2) = 8; while θ(1,2,1) = 2, θ(1,2,2) = 2, and θ(1,2,2) = 6.
In our case studies in Section 4.5 we test different templates.
In this setting, patients are considered in the order they requested surgery, and are
scheduled to the first day with an available slot that is reserved for their surgery type
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Figure 4.1: A single day example of surgery slot reservations for service 1 with
two surgery types and three urgency levels.
and urgency level within their service, starting with day α(i) +Eu for patient i of ur-
gency level u, the earliest acceptable surgery day after the day they requested surgery.
The surgery slot reservation heuristic is a strict reservation policy that could re-
sult in wasted OR time if demand does not follow the template closely. To avoid
wasting OR capacity, we allow for unused reserved slots to be released, i.e., made
available to patients with attributes other than those the slot was reserved for. Due
to the short time window within which level 1 and 2 patients need to be seen, it is
reasonable not to release those reservations, and only release slots reserved for level
3 patients within the same service. Note that unused level 3 capacity is released
across surgery types. For example, the unused capacity of a type 1, level 3 patient
can be used by a type 2 and level 1 patient; however, capacity is not shared across
services to be consistent with block scheduling rules and the needs of hospital practice.
Unused reserved capacity is released the following way. We must check for the
earliest day within the level 1 or 2 patient’s SAT, at which there is enough unallocated
level 3 capacity to satisfy the request. Suppose that on a given day some of the
reserved capacity for level 3 patients, θ(k,τ,3) is unused. Also suppose that on that
day a request for surgery comes in from a level 1 or 2 patient i. Then reserved slot
availability is checked within the SAT of patient i. If there is an available reserved
slot within the SAT of patient i that corresponds to their attributes, the patient is
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assigned to that slot. If no available slots are found, we check if there is sufficient
unused level 3 capacity that can be released to patient i. To check this, first we





Note that this calculation takes into account time reserved for all surgery types
within the same service. We also need to find the time available to be released in
minutes, i.e., the time that has not already been allocated to level 3 patients when
the request of patient i was received. The right hand side of equation (4.2) represents
this quantity, which is the block time that is available to level 3 patients minus the
time already allocated to level 3 patients, whose requests were received before the
request of patient i. Now for each day d after the earliest acceptable surgery day that
is within the SAT of patient i, we check if the estimated surgery duration of patient
i, shown on the left hand side of equation (4.2), is less than or equal to the time
available to be released, shown on the right hand side of equation (4.2). If this is the
case, then patient i is assigned to that day, d. Note that patient i is not assigned to a
reserved slot that corresponds to their attributes, i.e., urgency and type, but rather
patient i is allocated some of the unused time that is reserved for level 3 patients. If
the level 3 time available to be released is not sufficient, then patient i is assigned
to the first day with an available reserved slot that corresponds to their attributes,
outside of their SAT.




∀d = α(i) + Eu(i), . . . , α(i) + Eu(i) + SAT(k(i),τ(i),u(i)). (4.2)
4.3.2 FCFS Based Heuristics
In this section we describe three heuristics that were motivated by the FCFS
heuristic, which are used as benchmarks to evaluate the performance of the surgery
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slot reservation heuristic. In describing these heuristics, we use the term length of
a block on day d, denoted by `d(Bk), which is the sum of the estimated surgery






We use this notation with the understanding that all allocations prior to the time
of calculation are incorporated. Note that the length of block Bk can exceed Bk,
which indicates overtime. Let `d(B(k,3)) denote the length of the block that is used
by level 3 patients on day d. This is calculated as the sum of the estimated surgery






where B(k,3) ≤ (1− p)Bk, i.e., level 3 patients are allowed to use up to (1− p)Bk of
block Bk.
The first benchmark heuristic we explore is the classical FCFS heuristic, where
patients are assigned to the first day with sufficient capacity within their service’s
block time for their estimated surgery duration, starting with their earliest acceptable
surgery day after the day they requested surgery. For patient i of urgency u, the first
such day would be α(i)+Eu. Therefore patient i is only assigned to day d ≥ α(i)+Eu,
if the following inequality holds on that day:
Bk − `d(Bk) ≥ x(k(i),τ(i)). (4.5)
The second heuristic we propose is the Carve-out heuristic. In this heuristic,
patients with different urgency levels are allocated according to different rules, where
the rules for each urgency level are motivated by how quickly that urgency level
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needs access to surgery. Each level 1 patient i is assigned to the day their request for
surgery is received, α(i), even if that causes OR overtime. When a request for surgery
is received from a level 2 patient, j, on day α(j), capacity is first checked on their
surgery request day, α(j), then on day α(j)+1. We must check that assigning patient
j to one of these two days would not cause overtime based on the estimated surgery
durations of patient j and all other patients already assigned to day in consideration.
If both days would have overtime with the addition of patient j to that day, then
patient j is assigned to the least utilized of day α(j) and α(j) + 1, defined as follows,











When a level 3 patient, m, arrives, they are assigned to the first available day with
sufficient capacity, i.e., to day d ≥ α(m)+E3 with both `d(Bk)+x(k(m),τ(m)) ≤ Bk and
`d(B(k,3)) + x(k(m),τ(m)) ≤ (1− p)Bk. This heuristic gets its name from the proportion
of the block time, p, that is “carved out”, i.e., reserved for level 1 and 2 patients.
The final heuristic we developed is named the Utilization heuristic. In this heuris-
tic level 1 and level 2 patients are treated exactly the same way as in the Carve-out
heuristic. When a level 3 patient, m, arrives, the Utilization heuristic strives to assign
the patient to the least utilized day after their earliest acceptable surgery day, but








Patient m is only assigned to day d∗ if both `d∗(Bk) + x(k(m),τ(m)) ≤ Bk and
`d∗(B(k,3)) + x(k(m),τ(m)) ≤ (1 − p)Bk. This ensures that scheduling patient m to
day d∗ will not result in overtime, and that the proportion of block time used by
level 3 patients does not exceed 1 − p, considering each patient’s estimated surgery
duration. Each day within the SAT of patient m is checked in increasing order of
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utilization. If no suitable day is found, then patient m is assigned to the earliest day
outside of their SAT according to the FCFS heuristic, starting the search from day
α(m) + E3 + SAT(k(m),τ(m),u(m)) + 1.
4.4 Discrete Event Simulation Implementation Description
This section presents the characteristics of the discrete event simulation, written
in C++, that is used to compare the heuristics described in Section 4.3. As mentioned
before, the two sources of randomness in the system are the number of requests for
surgery by day of each patient class and the surgery durations. Request arrivals for
surgery by patient attributes is randomly generated according to a stationary Poisson
process (Green et al. (2006b), Zonderland et al. (2010), Kazemian et al. (2017)). The
simulation has a discrete (daily) finite time horizon, where patient request for surgery
happen at the beginning of each day.
We assume a lognormal distribution for surgery durations (May et al. (2000); Zhou
and Dexter (1998)). Moreover, based on our previous research presented in Chapter
II, we use the 60th percentile as an estimate of surgery durations, i.e., x(k,τ) is the 60th
percentile from the surgery duration distribution of a patient in service k and of type
τ . This allows for a form of hedging that is intended to reduce the overtime which is
likely to be higher if surgeries were scheduled according to the median duration.
For each simulation run, using the same arrival pattern and surgery durations,
each of the heuristics described in Section 4.3 were considered: three parameteriza-
tions of the surgery slot reservation heuristic (which differed in their templates, i.e.,
the number of slots allocated by patient attributes), and the three FCFS based heuris-
tics: Utilization, Carve-out, and FCFS. The three surgery slot reservation heuristic
templates are described in Table 4.1. The case studies in the following sections show
that good performance is achievable with the considered templates. Simulation input
includes the total available slots by service and type. Each template is characterized
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by the number of slots that level 1 and 2 patients receive, with level 3 patients being
allocated the remaining available slots. Thus the template name follows the format:
(number of level 1 slots, number of level 2 slots).




Table 4.1: Templates tested in the surgery slot reservation heuristic.
Given the total number of slots available by surgical service and surgery type, the
available block time by service is calculated as the product of available slots and the





To test cases with different system workload, we can vary the number of available
slots, s(k,τ), in equation (4.8). We determine this quantity by choosing the additional
proportion of mean surgery request arrival rate to be considered, where the proportion
is denoted by q:




To mimic hospital policies, the SAT of level 1 patients is 0, i.e., they need to be
served on the day they arrive, and the SAT of level 2 patients is 1, i.e., they need to
be served either the day of their arrival or the following day. As a result, level 1 and
2 patients are always scheduled within their SAT in the Utilization and Carve-out
heuristics. For level 3 patients there is no standard scheduling policy at many hospi-
tals. Dexter et al. (1999) conducted a survey of patients to evaluate what their longest
acceptable waiting time is for surgery, and they found that the median was 2 weeks.
Therefore we set the SAT of level 3 patients to 10 days, i.e., 2 weeks. Moreover, the
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survey of Dexter et al. (1999) also included a question about the shortest acceptable
waiting time for surgery, and they found that the median was 4 days. This choice is
also in line with our SAT parameters, as it is reasonable to set the minimum accept-
able access delay for level 3 patients such that it is greater than the SATs of level 1
and level 2 patients. Therefore, each of our policies assume that E3 = 4. For exam-
ple, if a level 3 patient arrives on Monday, the earliest they have have surgery is the
Friday of the same week. We further assume that E1 = E2 = 0, i.e., level 1 and 2 pa-
tients can be scheduled for surgery as early as the day their request for surgery arrives.
We used a warm-up period of a year, after which the following performance metrics
are tracked for 3 years:
• mean OR overtime and undertime,
• mean proportion of patients exceeding their SAT,
• mean number of days waited for appointment past SAT, given the SAT was
exceeded,
• mean number of days waited for appointment given the SAT was not exceeded.
Note that the heuristics considered used estimated surgery durations when assigning
patients to days, where these estimated surgery durations are defined as the 60th
percentile from the duration distribution. Once patients are allocated to days, random
surgery durations are realized using the discrete event simulation, and performance
metrics, such as mean OR overtime and undertime, are calculated using the realized
surgery durations (note that even if a heuristic has no overtime in the deterministic
setting, expected overtime based on random surgery durations may be greater than
zero).
4.5 Performance Analysis
To analyze the performance of the heuristics, we considered two scenarios we
describe in this section: a stylized system and an example motivated by our partner
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hospital. In the stylized system, we consider identical services, while in the second
case study we analyze the heuristics’ performance on hospital based data.
4.5.1 Stylized System
In this set of numerical experiments we consider two identical services, where
each of the services has one surgery type and three urgency levels. Surgery duration
distribution information is given in Table 4.2: the mean, 60th percentile, variance
and coefficient of variation of the distributions. Note that we assume that urgency
levels have no impact on surgery durations.
Type
Service 1 Service 2
Mean 60th Variance CV Mean 60th Variance CV
1 100 87 10000 1 100 87 10000 1
Table 4.2: Stylized system surgery duration distribution information: mean, 60th
percentile, variance and coefficient of variation.
Another input to our model is the arrival distribution of patients, shown in Table
4.3. We assume that 10% of arriving patients are of level 1 urgency, 20% are level 2,
and 70% are level 3.
Type






Table 4.3: Surgery request arrival distribution information in the stylized system.
As an input, we also need to find the appropriate choice of p, the proportion of the
block capacity that is carved out for level 1 and 2 patients in the Utilization and Carve-
out heuristics. To choose p, we searched over a set of reasonable values of p, to see
which one provides the best performance. We considered 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, and 0. We
compared results using two performance metrics: mean OR overtime as a proportion
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of block time, and mean late days, which is the mean number of days patients wait
past their SAT over the simulation time horizon. Figure 4.2 shows the result of this
study for the two heuristics, using q = 0.2 to find the number of available slots in
equation (4.9). Both metrics were calculated with a 95% confidence interval, and the
half width of the confidence intervals was less then 2% in all instances. This choice
of q represents a system that has some additional capacity above the expected mean
request arrival rate. Some choices of parameters result in very similar performance in
terms of the two performance metrics, and this is represented by the overlap of data
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of Utilization and Carve-out heuristic performance with
different choices of p in a stylized system.
Figure 4.2 shows that p = 0.4 results in the most late days, while the rest of
the choices of p result in little to no average wait days for both heuristics. For the
Utilization heuristic, the rest of the choices of p performed very similarly. Therefore
to break the tie between the values of p that perform very similarly, we set p = 0.3,
because 30% of the patient population is of level 1 and 2 urgency in total. For the
Carve-out heuristic, p = 0.3 achieved the best performance in mean overtime without
having late days, thus we set p = 0.3 for this heuristic as well.
We tested three cases for the described parameters, with each characterized by
the amount of capacity available, where available capacity is calculated according to
equation (4.8) and (4.9). Table 4.4 describes the characteristics of the three cases we
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considered. The intuition behind having q ≥ 0 is to have enough capacity to ensure
that the system is stable, and practically all patients are served within the simulation
time horizon.
Case q
Slots Block time per
per service service (min)
1 0 10 870
2 0.1 11 957
3 0.2 12 1044
Table 4.4: Cases tested in the stylized system, characterized by the available
capacity that is defined by q, the additional proportion of mean surgery request
arrival rate considered.
Now that all input parameters have been determined, we can compare the per-
formance of the heuristics: three surgery slot reservation heuristics with different
templates, and three FCFS based heuristics: Utilization, Carve-out and FCFS. All
heuristics were stable, meaning that all patients received a surgery date within the
simulated time horizon, except Template (2,2) when q = 0, where almost 20% of level
3 patients were not served. Therefore this heuristic was excluded from consideration
when q = 0.
Figure 4.3 shows the mean OR utilization results and Figures 4.4 - 4.6 show the
patient related metrics for the three cases that are characterized by the choice of
q. All performance metrics were calculated with a 95% confidence interval, and the
half width of the confidence intervals was less then 2% in all instances. Figure 4.3
shows that as q increases, overtime decreases and undertime increases. Moreover, for
the same value of q, the different heuristics tend to perform similarly, differing by at
most 8% in mean OR overtime, and by 5% in mean OR undertime. Deviation across
heuristics also decreases as the value of q increases.
Figure 4.4 shows that the FCFS based heuristics only achieve high performance
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in terms of fraction of patients served within their SAT for level 3 patients when
q = 0.2. Recall, that the Utilization and Carve-out heuristics are set up in a way
that level 1 and 2 patients are always served on time. In contrast to all other heuris-
tics, Template (1,1) performs well for all choices of q, while avoiding the violation
of SAT for all patients, even level 3. As intuitively expected, the FCFS heuristic re-
sults in the worst performance for level 1 and 2 patients for all choices of q considered.
Figure 4.5 shows that even though for lower values of q Template (1,2), Template
(2,2), the Utilization heuristic, and the Carve-out heuristic do not perform well in
terms of proportion of level 3 patients served within their SAT, the additional time
level 3 patients wait for their appointment past their SAT is no more than 8 days,
thus they receive an appointment within a month after they request surgery. Recall
that the earliest acceptable surgery day for level 3 patients was 4 days. Figure 4.6
shows that for the cases where level 3 patients are served within their SAT, they tend
to wait a little over 4 days on average.
We further tested a scenario with q = −0.1, i.e., the system is expected to be
overutilized. In this setting, all heuristics were unstable, except Template (1,1). The
95% confidence interval half widths were within 1% of all performance metrics. This
extreme setting resulted in high overtime (42% of the block time) and low undertime
(13% of the block time), which is not unexpected. Moreover 42% of level 3 patients
exceeded their SAT, but level 1 and 2 patients were all served on time. The level 3
patients, who exceeded their SAT had to wait 3 days past their SAT for an appoint-
ment on average. Thus, even in this extreme setting, where system overutilization is
expected, the surgery slot reservation heuristic performs reasonably well.
This study shows that the surgery slot reservation heuristic performs well even
when there is limited capacity available, as opposed to FCFS based heuristics, whose







































































































(c) q = 0.2
Figure 4.3: Mean OR overtime and undertime as a proportion of block time by
heuristic in a stylized system with q = 0, 0.1, 0.2. Note that Template (2,2) is unstable
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(c) q = 0.2
Figure 4.4: Mean proportion of patients that exceed their SAT in a stylized system
with q = 0, 0.1, 0.2. Note that Template (2,2) is unstable when q = 0, and as such it
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(c) q = 0.2
Figure 4.5: Mean number of days patients waited past their SAT, given they exceeded
their SAT in a stylized system with q = 0, 0.1, 0.2. Note that Template (2,2) is
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(c) q = 0.2
Figure 4.6: Mean number of days waited if SAT was not exceeded in a stylized system
with q = 0, 0.1, 0.2. Note that Template (2,2) is unstable when q = 0, and as such it
is excluded from consideration.
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4.5.2 Hospital Case Study
Similar to the experiments in 4.5.1, we also conducted a case study based on hos-
pital data from one of our partner hospitals, that spanned 2 years. In this study we
considered two services: orthopedic and general surgery. For each of the services, two
surgery types were considered, characterized by surgery duration: short and long. To
determine which surgeries are short and long, mean surgery duration was calculated
for each procedure. If the mean surgery duration for a procedure did not exceed the
overall median surgery duration, the procedure was categorized as short, otherwise it
was categorized as long. A total of 2955 short and 2918 long surgeries were consid-
ered in the orthopedic service, and 2300 long and 2294 long surgeries in the general
service. Table 4.5 shows the surgery duration distribution information of the surgery
types. We again assume that urgency level does not have an affect on surgery du-
ration, and we again use the 60th percentile from the duration distributions for slot
length. Similar to our results in Chapter II, we also find here that the 60th percentile
of surgery durations is close to the mean surgery duration.
Type
Orthopedic General
Mean 60th Variance CV Mean 60th Variance CV
Short 117 121 1622 0.34 120 121 1476 0.32
Long 165 166 2254 0.29 198 200 6623 0.41
Table 4.5: Hospital surgery duration distribution information: mean, 60th per-
centile, variance and coefficient of variation.
We further analyzed data in our partner hospital that included surgical service,
surgery duration, and surgery request arrival day to obtain surgery request arrival
distribution information. However, this data did not include urgency class. Therefore
we again assume that 10% of the arriving patients are level 1, 20% are level 2, and
70% are level 3. The resulting arrival distribution that is used in the heuristics is
shown in Table 4.6. For this study, we used q = 0.1, to provide sufficient capacity
to ensure the system is stable, i.e., patients are served within the time horizon sim-
ulated. Based on the arrival rate and the choice of q, a block time of 3323 minutes
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was allocated to the orthopedic service, and 2768 minutes to the general service.
Type
Urgency Orthopedic General













Table 4.6: Surgery request arrival distribution information in the hospital.
As before, to choose the value of p, the proportion of block time that is carved
out for level 1 and 2 patients in the Utilization and Carve-out heuristics, we again
considered a set of plausible values: 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, and 0. The 95% confidence
interval half widths were within 9% of metrics; however, when the half width ex-
ceeded 1% of the metric, the absolute value of the half width was less than 10−3. The
results in Figure 4.7 are consistent with the stylized system results: p = 0.4 results
in high values of late days, while the rest of the choices of p result in no late days.
Contrary to the stylized case study, where we had to break a tie, here we find that for
both heuristics the p = 0.3 clearly outperforms the rest of the choices of p in terms
of mean overtime, when p = 0.4 is excluded from consideration due to the high late
day values. Thus we set p = 0.3 for both the Utilization and the Carve-out heuristics.
In this study, using Template (2,2), 12% of level 3 patients did not receive an
appointment within the three year simulation time horizon, thus we consider this
heuristic unstable, and exclude it from consideration.
Figure 4.8 shows mean OR overtime and undertime across heuristics as a pro-
portion of block time. Performance metrics were calculated with a 95% confidence
interval, and the half width of the confidence intervals was less then 6% in all in-
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of Utilization and Carve-out heuristic performance with
different choices of p, based on hospital data.
of the half width was less than 10−3. In this case, the FCFS heuristic achieved the
lowest of both of these performance metrics, while all heuristics were all within 4%
of each other. Figure 4.9 compares the heuristics in terms of the mean proportion
of patients exceeding SAT, and mean patient wait time. For these performance met-
rics, with a 95% confidence interval, the half width of the confidence intervals was
less then 1% in all instances. Template (1,1) and the Carve-out heuristics achieve
the best performance in terms of these performance metrics, with Carve-out being
slightly better in terms of mean OR utilization. But as before, the added benefit of
the ability to better plan for supporting resources gives an advantage to the template


































Figure 4.8: Average OR overtime and undertime as a proportion of block time
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(c) Mean number of days waited if SAT was not exceeded.
Figure 4.9: Comparison of performance metrics by heuristic based on hospital data.
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4.6 Conclusions
We conducted a study to analyze the performance of using a surgery slot reser-
vation heuristic with different template settings to assign patients to surgery dates.
We used three FCFS based heuristics as benchmarks: classical FCFS; Carve-out, a
priority based FCFS policy; and Utilization, an OR utilization based policy. We com-
pared the heuristics based on mean OR overtime and undertime, mean proportion of
patients that exceeded their surgery access target, SAT, and mean patient wait time
for their appointment.
We found that when limited capacity is available, carefully chosen template set-
tings of the surgery slot reservation heuristic outperformed the benchmarks. These
templates tend to be the ones, that reserve limited capacity for level 1 and 2 patients,
and allocate most of the capacity to level 3 patients. In our hospital case study, the
best performing template reserved 20% of the total capacity for level 1 and 2 patients,
even though 30% of the patient population is expected to be of level 1 and 2. This
policy performed well due to the rule that releases unused level 3 capacity to more
urgent level 1 and 2 patients. This releasing rule makes it hard to develop an intuition
on how templates should relate to workload.
In addition to great performance, a carefully selected surgery slot reservation
heuristic has the added benefit of providing hospital personnel with additional detail
on the quantity and types of patients they can expect, which aids with the planning of
supporting resources such as the post-anesthesia care unit (discussed in Chapter II),
and surgical nurses (discussed in Chapter III). Thus, using the surgery slot reservation
heuristic could help with leveling the workload of downstream resources because of




Conclusions and Future Research
5.1 Summary and Conclusions
The surgery delivery system is one of the most essential parts of a hospital, as it
is a great contributor to both hospital revenue and costs. The many sources of uncer-
tainty contribute to the complexity of the system, as well as the fact that stages of the
system are closely coupled, i.e., decisions made in one stage can affect other stages
of the system. This thesis focused on developing mathematical models to address
three aspects of the surgery delivery system: surgery sequencing (operational level
decisions), service group team design and staff shift design and allocation (strategic
and tactical level decisions), and operating room (OR) capacity reservation (strategic
level decisions).
Due to the complexity of these aspects of surgical care delivery, we focused on
developing fast approximation methods that perform well under uncertainty. Such
methods have the advantage of lowering the barrier to implementation, as not all
hospitals are able to invest in commercial software and expertise necessary to solve
complex optimization models. Moreover, algorithms that can be understood without
a high level of scientific training help with communicating with healthcare profession-
als, and convincing them of the effectiveness of the methodology.
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The research presented in Chapters II-IV was based on collaboration with experts
in healthcare operations management and the resulting methods were tested using
data provided to us by our partner hospitals, providing evidence that our results are
relevant in a real world setting.
Chapter II focused on sequencing surgeries on a single day, while considering sev-
eral relevant resources that support surgery: ORs, surgeons, PACU. To address this
problem, we developed a deterministic fast 2-phase heuristic that makes decisions on
the number of ORs to open, and assigns surgeons to open ORs using the LPT heuris-
tic in the first phase. This phase ignores PACU resources, and only considers the
ORs and surgeons with the objective of minimizing the weighted cost of OR overtime
and the cost of opening the ORs. In the second phase, considering PACU resources,
sequencing decisions of patients and surgeons are made using the difference heuristic.
The second phase objective is to minimize surgeon elapsed time, while making sure
OR boarding is avoided. We provided tight worst-case performance guarantees for
both phases of the heuristic, and showed they have excellent average case performance.
As a benchmark for schedules generated by the 2-phase heuristic, we developed
an optimization model that we decomposed into two stages, where each stage cor-
responds to the phases of the 2-phase heuristic in terms of the decisions made and
the objective considered. Moreover, we developed a discrete event simulation to com-
pare the surgery schedules generated by the 2-phase heuristic and the decomposition
heuristic in the stochastic setting.
We found that deterministic estimates of surgery and recovery durations used by
the heuristics needed to be carefully set to ensure good performance in the stochas-
tic setting. We conducted a study to find what deterministic surgery and recovery
durations result in the best schedules when evaluated under uncertainty. We found
that the choice of above median percentiles from the surgery and recovery duration
distribution led to superior performance: 60th percentile for surgery durations and
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70th percentile for recovery durations. We also showed our heuristics can generate
surgery schedules that are highly reliable in the stochastic setting.
Based on hospital data, our case study showed that the 2-phase heuristic performs
extremely well in the stochastic setting, when compared to the optimization based
decomposition heuristic. When evaluated by the discrete event simulation, the cost
of 2-phase heuristic schedules were within 10% of the cost of decomposition heuristic
schedules in 93% of the test instances, and within 5% in 74% of the instances consid-
ered. Moreover, in the 2-phase heuristic schedules, on average 0.05% of the OR time
was used for OR boarding, with a maximum of 0.34%. When we compare 2-phase
heuristic schedules to hospital schedules, we find that using the heuristic has the
potential to lower both OR overtime and surgeon elapsed time, especially for larger
services.
Another advantage of the 2-phase heuristic is that decisions that cannot be changed
due to hospital policy or personal preference can easily be fixed within the heuristic.
For example, in surgical services, where specialized equipment or ORs are needed,
surgeon-to-OR assignments can be fixed in phase 1 according to medical needs. Con-
sider another example where a surgeon is only able to operate in the morning due to
other obligations in the afternoon, e.g., clinic hours. In this case the second phase
decision of sequencing that surgeon can be fixed so that the surgeon operates in the
morning. Another example is resequencing of cases. Suppose 2 out of 5 surgeries
were performed on a day when an emergent case arose that needed to be operated
on. Then in the second phase, the emergent patient can be considered the first pa-
tient, and the remaining 3 patients can be resequenced with respect to the emergent
patient, or the heuristic can be used to fit all or some of the remaining 3 patients
into other ORs. This demonstrates the ability of the 2-phase heuristic to adapt to
different hospital settings.
In Chapter III we proposed a two-stage planning level model to address surgical
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nurse staffing decisions. The first stage groups surgical services into disjoint teams in
a way that balances three key metrics that are important to achieve fairness among
nurses across teams: surgical nurse training time, overnight surgical volume of a team,
and team size, which is associated with the flexibility of reallocating nurses from their
regular service to another service within their team for a short period. We show that
the spread, the difference between the maximum and minimum for the performance
metrics across teams can be reduced by at least 22% compared to current state.
Once teams are set, the second stage model staffs nurses to services (fixed nurses),
and to teams (float nurses). In this stage the model used a weighted objective to
balance the minimum number of nurses available per OR during the day, and the
number of undesirable shifts. We further proposed a decomposition of the second
stage model that first assigned fixed nurses to each service, and then distributed the
remaining nurses across teams. We conducted a numerical study of the heuristic,
and found that it performs well, while significantly reducing the computational time
of instances. Moreover, if parameters change, and the model needs to be resolved,
the heuristic has the advantage of causing only moderate disruption in the staffing
schedule. For example, if demand for one service changes significantly, the model can
be solved for that single service and for the float nurse assignment to teams, while
leaving unchanged the shift schedules of the remaining fixed nurses that are assigned
to the rest of the services.
Performance of a nurse staffing schedule is measured by how well it covers surgical
demand, i.e., are there too few nurses to cover demand (nurse shortfall), or are there
too many nurses to cover demand (nurse excess). We conducted a case study based
on data from our partner hospital, and we compared coverage of surgical demand of
the hospital’s nurse staffing schedule to the decomposition heuristic’s nurse staffing
schedule in two settings. In the first setting parameters were set so that optimized
shift mix closely followed the hospital shift mix. This setting is very relevant, as
respecting current hospital shift mix can aid implementation of results. In the second
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setting, deviations were allowed from the current shift mix, where results can be used
in making decisions about what shifts to hire incoming nurses into. We found that
significant improvements can be achieved through our methodology, both with the
optimized and the current teams. With the current number of FTEs and optimized
teams, we showed a minimum of 33% improvement in average nurse shortfall and a
1% improvement in average nurse excess over current state. With the current number
of FTEs and current teams, we showed a minimum of 34% improvement in average
nurse shortfall and a 1% improvement in average nurse excess over current state.
In Chapter IV we considered the problem of OR capacity reservation within the
block schedule. We proposed to use a surgery slot reservation heuristic, where surgery
slots were reserved for patients according to patient attributes and patients were as-
signed to a slot that corresponds to their attribute, unless reservations were released.
Patient attributes included surgical service, surgery type, and urgency level. We
tested different templates against benchmark heuristics, where a template defines the
number of slots allocated to different patient attributes.
Three benchmark heuristics were considered. The first benchmark was the classi-
cal first come, first served (FCFS) heuristic, where patients are assigned to the first
day with sufficient capacity. The second was the Carve-out heuristic, where the most
urgent patients were assigned to the day they arrive, medium urgency patients are
assigned to their arrival day or the day following their arrival day, and the least urgent
patients were assigned on a FCFS basis, but only a proportion of the block time was
made available to them. The third benchmark was the Utilization heuristic, which
differed from the carve-out heuristic in that the utilization heuristic tries to assign
the least urgent patients to the least utilized day within the patients’ surgery access
target.
We used a discrete event simulation model to show that the surgery slot reserva-
tion heuristic performs very well in terms of all performance metrics we considered:
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mean OR overtime, mean OR undertime, mean proportion of patients that exceed
their surgery access target, and mean patient wait for appointment. Not only does
the heuristic perform well, but it also has the added benefit of aiding the hospital in
planning for supporting resources, such as post-anesthesia care unit (PACU) beds,
intensive care unit (ICU) beds, and post-surgical ward beds, since the template in-
forms hospitals of the number and types of patients they can expect on any given
day.
5.2 Future Research
In summary, we addressed three major areas surrounding the surgery delivery
system; however, several more avenues of research can be conducted to build on this
thesis. In the context of surgery sequencing, other resources that support and are
coupled to surgery could be included, that were not considered in Chapter II, such as
the preoperative unit, the ICU, and post-surgical wards. The latter two pose greater
challenges, as the length of stay in the preoperative unit is on the same order as the
length of stay in surgery and in the PACU (hours); however, length of stay in the ICU
and in post-surgical wards is on the order of days. Another way to expand the work
of Chapter II is to consider other human resources not mentioned in the chapter, like
specialized surgical nurses, PACU nurses, an anesthesiologists, which would lead to
more realistic models.
There are several ways the work presented in Chapter III could be augmented.
First, we could explore further objective functions and objective function weights in
the service group team design problem. In the shift design and allocation problem, we
could look into the additional benefit of skill flexibility if float shifts could be applied
across teams. Jordan and Graves (1995) showed that limited flexibility can yield al-
most as much benefit as total flexibility. Their chaining concept in our context would
mean that each nurse would cover one service outside of the team they are assigned
to, ideally creating a chain, linking all services. According to Iravani et al. (2005),
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even a partial chain is sufficient and may be more practical. Another direction is
the integration of the service group team design with the shift design and allocation
problems into a single model. Due to the computationally challenging nature of this
problem, this direction would require further development of heuristic methods to
ensure results in a reasonable time. Moreover, the current models are deterministic,
and only indirectly consider the variability in surgical case volume and nurse avail-
ability due to sickness and other unforeseen events. Our approach is a reasonable
one for a planning model, even so, if tractable stochastic models could be developed,
they could explicitly take these sources of uncertainty into account. Another future
direction could be to further incorporate specific nurse assignments to designed shifts
into our model, e.g., nurse A works in service S every weekday from 7AM until 3PM.
This would also require the addition of constraints about nurse skills and availability,
and possibly union rules or hospital policies about allowable nurse assignments.
Future work related to Chapter IV could explore incorporating additional urgency
levels and other metrics into the simulation, such as downstream resources (PACU,
ICU, post-surgical ward beds), which would allow for the leveling of resource uti-
lization across the hospital. It may also be beneficial to explore optimization or
heuristic based methods for creating templates that would vary by day of week, or
week of month, and evaluate additional ways to release reserved capacity. Moreover,
comparing our heuristic to additional scheduling schemes, such as priority queues or
off-line allocation models could further provide insight into the heuristic performance.
This work could also be augmented by considering additional input distributions for
surgery request arrivals and surgery durations, which would enable the incorporation
of the seasonality of demand into the models. Additionally, we could explore using
surgery slot reservation methods to aid hospitals on deciding whether they need to
expand their OR capacity, i.e., build new ORs, and if so, how many additional ORs
they need. Finally, another avenue of research that could add to this work is patient
choice modeling. Currently patient preference has a great impact on what day a pa-
tient is assigned to, and this aspect of the problem was not included in our heuristics.
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Based on the evidence we have provided, we believe the heuristics we have pro-
posed can be valuable for generating high quality results for hospitals. The methods
should also be relatively easy to implement in hospitals from a technical perspective.
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